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The New Hampshire
Aca dem ic Sen ate
add ress es crim e
ByJ~yKumar
.
University Police Chief Roger private property.
But if an aut,horit.y is giveri
Beaudoin was the harbinger of
b~d tidings at the Academic "appropriate e'n try" (permisSenate meeting yesterday when sion to enter room, et'c.), then
. he reported increases in sexual any underage drinkers in the
and.physical assaults, thefts, and room are .,subject to disciplinary
drug and alcol,iol use on campus. action. ·
He,. cited an -incident a few
"The number of assaults on
·campus has been astronomical," weeks-ago, when a father was
he said, referring to the seven helping his daughter move into
reports of sexual'assault since her dorm. Afong with the luggage and belongings, he brought
the semester began.
Beaudoin also said two "se- . six·cases of beer.
Beaudoin said drug~ were not
rious physicai assaults" have
.
.
taken place, including a fight a major problem seven years
~akes the floor during the senate's
an ascta~o
.
.
.
Friday hight between a student ago, when he arrived at UNH,
ftrS t meeting of the academic year. Also picture (It!) r) i,s Student Body President Wendy
and three non-students. :The but things are different today.
Hammond and Vice President Mike Rose. (Eric Stites photo)
More studen~s are both using
fight took place in C-lot where
on c mp
"Karl's" fast-food restaurant - and selling dr

~iih~·,::·.~:rt:!?!il~j:~~~~~

•
k
G
~!d~c::d::ihe~!~nes:bei~~ ree s ·gain sena te spot s

-The u01vers1ty s purpose 1s \
·
the student.
· Thefts are at a "pretty high to help a person get a degree, , By Beth Goddard The Student ~enate passed
rate" this year, compared to last Beaudoin said.
"We' re going to do our a bill Sunday night by a twoyear, he said. Thefts have ranged
from $50 to thousands of dollars damnedest to help that pur- · thirds vote that will increase
the number of senators represworth of equipment1 said Beau- pose," he said.
University police have at least enting the Greek houses from
. <loin.
On the alcohol issue, Beau- t'wo officers on patrol dµring five to seven.
The rrew senate bylaw prodoin said, "I a,m very concerned "the magic hours" of midnight :I
- about the n'umbers 'of high to 4 a·. m. on Sunq~y thrnugh yides for four senators trom cne
intoiication rrat€s.r H~ spoker,,, \ -~edne~day,;wi th .., hree "Of·fou,;,-} foat~r~irJ~s~ t:\VO senatprs. fr.om
-. of the need to eliminate the- ' on Thursday, Friday and -Sar.:. -· the sorormes and-one s-e nator ·
"false sense of sernrit.y" at urday. Beaudoin said he would from either a fraternity or a
,
UNH, but said, "It has to be a li_k e to add at least four, more sorority.
pnder the new bylaw there
collective effort" of -s tudents, . patrol people.
In other news, the senate will be approximately 113 Greek
faculty and staff.
· In response to a question on heard fQ._!S~1on s_!at~~ents trom students for every one Greek
- senator, as compared to 145
the university's policy on unASSAULTS, page IO · residential students for every
derage drinking, Beaudoin said
one residential senator; with
a - dorm room is considered
the exce tion of the minidorms
1

·

·
which have 50 students per •.numbers and percentages) that
people are informed about what senator.
·This disproportion does not · is going on," said Desmarais.
go against the bylaws because ; "Five senators cannot adequatethe Senate voted to change the ly cover 21 houses."
Many senators pointed out
bylaws in order to oass this· hill.
' Before the meeting, Student . the fact that the Greek commun13ody Vice President Mike Rose ity is not well informed by its
.sai~ he supported this bill and senators. Senator Chris McClain
the addi,t ion of two more sena- blamed this on the fact that the
·tors would not thr_ow ,off .t he present five .senators are not
proportion Qf Greek senators. . ; doing their jobs.
McClain questioned the ra"Five senators is not enough
tionale behind the decision to
for 21 houses," said Rose.
Mike Desmarais, the senator ·. increase the amount of Greek
who proposed the bill, '.lgree·d r~presentation in the Senate.
with arguments that seven · · '',!i.re we trying to solve t~e
Greek senators would be disproportionate.
SENATE, page _5 ·
· "~tis more important (than

Assa ult stats high
over first week s
By Pam~la DeKoning ·
Twelve sexual assauts, 30
obscene phone calls and three
indecent exposures have been
reported on campus since Jan-uaiy 1, according to the University's News Bureau.
Seven of the 12 sexual assault
allegations have taken place
since the beginning of this
academic year on August 27,
according to the release. ,
While these .ti'Ymbers are
statistically irregular, ban DiBiasio, executive assistant to
the president,, mai,f ltained yesterday that there· is no one
person· responsible for these
incidents.
Informat_ion re·g arding the .
incidents was not released by
the university sooner because
"there is no clear and present
danger to the University com'. munity," DiBiasio said.
The University's-policy is to ·
"investigate incidents and protect the confidentiality of the
(photo by Eric Stites) parties involved before any
Charlie Guo takes a Wiggly Wobbly Boat Ride.
- general information is re----:---- -----,--- --------_ _J
·
leased," DiBiasio said.
If clear and present danger .
to the university community is
indicated, DiBiasio said public
..__ _ _ _ _.....,...........,,..,,,.,.,..,,.......,._......,.......,_ _ _..,,,.,_ _ _ _ _ _,....._ _.....;......,.._......;......,.......,...................,._......,_J information is more extensive.
He said, "Our reaction would

INSIDE ·

Tots act.as teachers, PageB

have been swifter if we thought
the community was in any
danger."
Of the 12 alleged sexual
a~saults, eight ocurred on campus, four off-campus. All of the .·
victims were ;UNH students,
according to the· release.
. The term sexual assault may
range from unwanted sexual
contact to rape, a Class A felony,
according to the release. Statistics from SHARRP (Sexual
Harassment and Rape Prevention Program) indicated that
95 percent of the incidents were
alcohol related.
The University Judicial System is investigating three of the
alleged incidents, according to
the release. The other four cases
did not involve forma l com-plaints to the university, but are .
still under investigation.
The rights of the alleged
victims and accused are of
primary concern to the university, according to DiBiasio.
Dean of Students J. Gregg
Sanborn refused comment and
Eve Goodman, SHAJ,_P ·' Coordinator was unavailao.l'-· JNH
President Gordon Haaland will
release a statement to. the university community next week,
accor9ing to the release.
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Lo~ k bef ore ~ou lift, .· som eon e ma y be wat chi ng
Butter, considers himself "pret- ,would teach them a lesson I'm
If you are- tempted by that ty lucky" that he doesn't have ·sure."
Captain Joseph McGann of
candy bar, pen, keychain, or more of a problem. "It's more
Durham Police tncourages
the
Marshall,
said
of,"
know
we
than
before
postcard, think twice
/
sliooine it into vour pocket or "but I don't think it's out of stores to prosecute individuals
"If
because
g
shopliftin
caught
h~re
kids
college
The
control.
watching
be
may
' knapsack, som<:rnie
individual s are aware that the
are pretty good." .
watching.-· will prosecute maybe that
·store
the
out
pointed
Marshall
issue
an
is
Though shoplifting
that type of crime.
deter
will
located
that most Durham store man- security cameras
known as an easv
is
store
a
If
feed
which
store
the
t
throughou
maior
a
consider
not
do
aQ'ers
go ·in and do it .all
they'll
target,
cash
the
by
monitor
a
into
.
· problem, it is more of a problem
oe·c ause--Uufl iani-Ts. a co1Tege: registers. "I think these cameras . the time."
is a misshoplifting
Though
people,"
most
discourage
to
tend
town.
Richard Many, general man- .said Marshall, "but we haven't demeanor and therefore subject
ager of Town and Campus, caught anyone yet this semester. to a $1,000 fine and year in jail
point~d out that shopli~ting is If someone is caught we call the McGann said, "that is. not what
a problem throughou t the na- police. You have to discourage we're after. When we bring
people from doing· this sort of someone in for shopliftin g, if .
tion. aot hist in Durham. _
there has been no prior contact
thing.'.' ·
mere
"the
said,
"But," Many
Rusty Bedard, managero f the with the police, we· look at a
fact tiiattwo..:i:rurds-ofDurham ·s·
· population is students probably· Off-Price Outlet, readily agrees $100 fine with restitutio n if
,
. means that two-third s of the th_at .s~iftin g does occur in anything stolen is perishable
disal
condition
.
year
a
and
occu:..
the
believes
but
store
his
students.
is
problem
· shoplifting
,,
, h
I don't think kids at UNH are rences are "pretty low." It's not c arge.
If given a condition al disany better or any worse than any . as if we notice · things gone
an individual has within·
charge
"If
Bedard.
said
"
everyday,
where else:"
Many said that . television something is taken it's usually 'a year of the date of conviction
to petition the court to have
cameras, trained personnel and s9mething really small."
Glancing around the cluttered their record annulled, · provided
a floor design which allows all
areas of the store to be seen store with its high shelves and that. the individua l has not
helps prevent some shopliftng table ·displays Bedard explained gotten into any more trouble.
he opts for the Shopliftin g has
·"but it would be naive to say his shoplifting prevention tech.:. - McGannalsaid
~ .. ,....,"....
discharge when
·... niques. "As I work I just keep .condition
nothing is ever stolen."
(Barbara Clay photo)
my eyes open and watch things; prosecutin g because, "I don't
And though some µ1ay shopshe said that "in the past I've
siot to be Martin's." According
lift du~ to peer pressure or for Sometimes you can tell someone want students tQ wind up with
had more problems with people
has
Martin's
when
McGann,
to
something
for
record
the thrill of it, Many stress~~ is in here to steal and I follow a criminal
back stolen books."
selling
,
watch
intensive shoplifting
·mat --ff--1s··s-m r"dow-n right them around and they get the that was pretty dumb on their :an
Jenson has a sim1 :e
But
offendthree
and
two
!between
interview
job
a
on
. part: If asked
stealing which takes from the · messag~ and leave."
which helps catch those
system
.
.
day.
a
Though Bedard has not if they have ever l;>een arrested lers are caught
. store's profits and literally hurts
who do try to sell back
people
manager
Sevigny,
George
i
no
answer
honestly
can
me, my family, the ow~rs and c:aught anyone this semes!er he they
Anvone selling
books.
stolen
comment.
to
refused
sai_d, "If someone was caught . because the ' record of the arrest . Martin's,
the people who work here."
a recewt
without
book
a
back
..
manager
Jensen,
y
J'houghJud
_
_
______
_
__
~n~lle<l''_
bee_n
h~s
It
d.
Dick Marshall; manager of they would be prosecute
student _
their
·present
mu~t
Book,.
Noble
and
Barnes
the
of
McGann said that "the ,bigthe Convenie nt Super Store, ·really wouldn't matter what _ _
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has
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By Tom Joseph
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HEWS ·i,N ·BRIEF'
Coup in .Haiti _

US push es Leba non

Mees e-win s award

A former aid to ex-Dictator Jean-Ciaude Duvalier
said Sunday he was ass~ming the role of the President
to save Haiti from 'anarchy and chaos' in the wake
of a plilitary coup ousting ruler Lt. General Henri
Namphy.
Namphy's removal by Brig. General Prosper Avril
was marbd by hours of gun fire and gren_ade blasts
Saturday at the presidentia l palace in th~ natior(s
capital, Port-au-Prince. The coup came about three
months after Namphy overthrew a popularly elected
civilian governmen t and declared himself president
of the country.
In the coup's wake, five peopk were killed· when
angry Haitians went to homes of three people they
believed were invoved in a church massacre last
week. .
·The rioters dragged the three outside, beat them
then set them ablaze, witnesses said. Troops trying
to squelch the crowd shot into the air and tw,o
demonms trators were shot and killed, witnesses
stated.
In Washingto n, State Departme_n t sppk~~wom~n
-Anita Stockman said an advisory q.ad been issued
for Americans to avoid non-essential travel to Haiti
. and if they do go, ·contact the U.S. E~b.assy' upon ·
· ·
·· ·· ·
arrival.

~ebanon's ~hristian- led army said Su_nday it
reJected what 1t called an attempt by the United
States and Syria to name a new Lebanese president.
. Christiat?-s a_nd Moslems in the Lebanese parliament, wh1Ch is empowere d to name the suuccessor
to President Amin Gemayel before his t~rm ends
Friday, have been in a deadlock for five weeks over
who will be the new head of state.
The military command said in a statement that
Army Command er General Michel Aoun was .
intormed oy an ·American official that U.S. envoy
Richard Murphy and Syrian leaderes agreed ,'to
name the Lebanese president.'
The statement thanked them for their efforts
to find ways of ending the stalemate that threatens
to reignite Lebanon's 13·-year old civil war between
·
·
Moslems and Christians.
.'The army cannot aq:ept the principle of
appointing a Lebanese _president because the choice
of the president should be made exclusively by the
··
Lebanese parliament,' the statement' said.

Former Attorney General Edwih Meese was
presented a conservati ve group's 'Defender of the
U.S, Constituti on' award, in Salt Lake City, Utah,
over the weeke.nd, while a group of about 3,0'
protested the action.
Salt Lake City police said four people were arrested
on charges of tresspassin g and disorderly conduct
outside the Salt_ Palace, ,but were -released after being
..
.
..
· .
cited.
Meese, in accepting the 'defender' award ·from
the conservative National Center for Constitutional
Studies, called for a return to the original intent
.
.
.
of the foundiqg fathers.
Meese said church schools and youth organizations
teaching morals and combating teenage pregnancy
'should not ,be treated as second-class citizens' when
it comes to federal' funding .

-Paroled killer- rep~a ts ·

0

US fears overp opula tion

'

Mass . hom.icides up

Despite a possible record high in the number
. of_ murders in Massachu setts this year, officials
low.
Most Americans want the U rtited States to help . ~aid the st~t_e's homi~ide rate is still relativelyevery
virtually
of
envy
the
is
rate
homicide
Our
curb the world's rapid population growth by funding
for
programs in the_.Third World and developin g · state,' said Barbara Kopans, a sp_o keswoman
of
increase
'An
Safety.
·Publi~
of
nt
Departme
the
countries, according to a Harris poll released this
25 or ~o ho_micides, although it's unfortunat e, has
, ·
.
week.
very l1ttle impact on the safety of the people in
The survey by Louis Harris and Associates, · found
.
the state' K,opans added.
widesprea d fear that the world's populatio n is
25 percent
about
running
is
rate
.murder
state
Tl)e
security
jobs,
growing at a pace that threatens their
over 1987 figures, according to statistics from the
.
. ·
and the global enviromen t.
.
According to the survey, sixty percent of_t~e 1,?50 1 . stat~ Medical Examiner's Office.
reached,
is
high
·
new
a
if
even
.that
said
Ko pans·
adults questione d in the nationwic k tel_e phone
the_state would·still have a·low murder-to-population
survey, conducted in May, said that the United States
rat_io. In ·198,7, ~here .:were three murders for every
should give family planning aid to devdopin g
·
100,000 people m the, state.
.
·
.
.legal.
is
abortion
, countries even where

A paroled kille~, released earlier this year, was
arrested and charged with murder. The arrest
stemms from the alJeged shooting of a graduate
art student, Judith Anne Wrappe, 24, of Arkansas .
The victim was shot in the heart when sht resisted
a mugging on a dark Brooklyn, New York street
'
.
police said.
hours
came
38,
,
DeChirico
Frank
of
The arrest
after. ·g rieving friends and relatives of Judith Anne
Wrappe saw her casket lowered into the ground
·
of a Little Rock, Ak. cemetary:
Wrappe's _accused kiiler was apprehend ed Saturday
evening while sitting in a parked car near the street
were W rappe was killed last week W rappe, an art
student at The Pratt Institute, was shot once in
the heart after allegedly refusing DeChirico 's
demands for her purse.
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Obsce ne callers
harass studen ts
By T hea M. Favaloro
Sexual harassment on cam~···
pus has been well documented
and written about. but sexual
harassment via the telephone
-is rarely talked about.
Accordine: to University Police Chief R.W. Beaudoin, this
.type of verbal harassment has·
been ra~pant on campus tor the
past several years. Since the
beginning of the semester, more
than Seven cases have been
reported and milny more go
unreported.
Beaudoin said these calls
occur mainly in all-female res-.
idence halls and there are usually
two or three different types of
calls. One sort is where the caller
alleges to be conducting a ·
survey., which starts out very
general and becomes increasingly sexual. There is -also the
"heavy breathing type," where
the caller says nothing. The
third type of call is where the
perpetrator says he sees the
woman he has called and ctescdbes what she's wearing,· - ·
,where she went that day, while
making lewd suggestions.
. Beaudoin says they have no
suspects and there apppears to .
be no real pattern to .the calls.
There was one reported instance
where the caller was female. The

other callers have been male,
but some calls. come from offcampus, some on-campus and
at various times of the day.
Jamie Saimond and Marianne
Jankauskas, residents of an allfemale wing of Congreve Hall,
said they have received several
calls since the beginning of the
semester. The calls usually occur
between 10 and 12 p.m. and the
caller usually persists three
times.
According to Saimond and
Jankauskas, the calls have been
made from an off-campus phone
and they think it's been the same
caller each time.
Saimond and Jankauskas -did
not report the calls.
· "It seems };_iarmless," sa.id
Saimond. "It doesn't make me · Hood House will be home for faculty. (Bryan .Lyons photo)
nervous because I feel I'm in a ·

:f;i~:f~£!~·;heseworry Facuity lounge in Hood House

"Our students, faculty, and
staff have a false sense of
security on this campus," he·
said.
He also stressed that harass' mg phone calls should oe reponed, as similarities .and patterns
may be discovered which would
. aid the police in tracking down
.the guilty parties.

·Senate denou nces
·late payme nt fee .

- .
.
-.
priority for space since it was
He added that ·the wiring
By Evan Henschel
After nin~ months of vacancy, dislocated when admissions problem had been investigated
Hood House will be filled by a took over its former spot in and corrected with no complifaculty lounge, and five academic Grant House, according to Dan cations.
DiBiasio, executive assistant to ,
·
"We have to make compromoffices this semester.
jses," Azzi emphasized, "We
Academic Advising, the Ho- the president.
The University Center will have a plan that will accoinodate
nors Program, and the Center
for International Perspectives resurface in Hood House in the the needs and -not necessarily
should be in Hood House within same format as its former home, the wants · of the various ·
a month, according to Victor Grant House, DiBiasio said,
groups."
The center will serve as a
The building will not be
Azzi, executive director of camforum for faculty discussion and undergoing any major remodelpus planning.
The Institute for Social Policy interaction, according to DiBi- ing said Azzi ·because he said
and Research, the Office of the aso. He said the lounge area is it is important to preserve the
Secretary of the Academic Se- for faculty, while the offices are "character of the building.'~
Hood House was designed by
nate, and the U n-iversity Center to service students.
He.a lth ~ervices was ~oved Professor Eric T Huddleston
will all move in by the end of
from Hobd House because·the (along w_ith 14 other ca!Jlpus
this semester s'aid Azzi. i *
While part of the building w'irihg in the building failed to · buildings) and is ''really a classic
will be used for academic offices, meet the safety codes for a building" according to Azzi.
the University Center had first health facility~Azzi said.

reporter stated, "reducing .the
By Sara'1 Minnoch
from $75 to $50 would not
fee
The Student Senate voted to
much of a deterrent when
as
be
recommend lowering the $75
there are tuition
considering
by
nigh(
late fee to $50 Sunday
$2,000 and
between
balances
a 48 to 4 margin.
.
$5,000."
,
recomendations
Senate's
The·
late
the
if
that
-is
opinion
"My
-will now be passed on to UNH
slacking
from
people
curbs
fee
Haaland.
Gordon
President
examine this policy because they
off on their payments, then it's By Susan Flynn
The $75 late registration fee better for the students in the
Students in the dormitories were aware that this rule was
was newly imposed on students long run," said George Yfan- at UNH can now sleep soundly, not enforced.
The results a·r~ found in the
whose tuition is was not paid topulos, chairman of the Student and with so:meon~ else, now that
.
by the required deadline.
Student Handbook and
88-89
allows
policy
University
the
·
Council.
Fee
Activity
guests are not
"overnight
...
· According to Jay Gould, a
state
Gould mentioned that the late overnight guests of the opposite
former chairperson of the Stu- fee is a deterrent to delayed sex iri all residential halls. But permit!ed in th~ Residence halls
dent Senate, who regularly allocation of funds to such Boston U niversitry students will without the aclvance permission
attends the meetings., the fol- things as administrative costs, need electric blankets to warm of all residents in the rooin
lowing decisions were passed billing, computer programming, their sheets this winter.
which they are staying."
and need final approval from payment of staff and professors'
Unlike UNH, the BU adminThe year is 1988, and theothe President's Administrative salaries, dining haHs, dorms, retically for the first time in the . istration has taken. a giant leap
Council:
and mandatory fees divided history of the UNH residential backward~ to th,e ir ·approach in
• students may waive the:! fee among the organizations.
halls, guests of the opposite sex ha·ndling dorm and apartment
in accordance with Financial Aid
- - -- t<I feel that some of the people are allowed to spend the night residents.
BU p~Tcy-,, which
new
The
.
and/ or University policy.
·
rules.
any
breaking
who voted against the fee were without
for a
• a $2 refund· may-be made to mad at the fact that the Univerimplemented
be
not
will
The year is 1988, and ironguests
expect
will
1 those students who paid the
months,
few
been
have
rules
1
parietal
ically
sity implemented it without the
and
original $75 late fee. ·
approval of the students in the rein.s tated at BU, and will apply to hand in •identification
• money derived from late first place," said James Bagley, to, all students occupying Uni- leave the dormitories l>y 11 p.m.
· payments should be used for
on weekdays and 1 a.m. on
a commuter senator. "Especially versity housing.
·
Dimond Library.
weekends.
of
Director
to
According
on
effect
direct
a
when it has
• if the money is used for the the students."
Overnight guests will be
Residential Life Scott Chesney·
all roomlibrary, a committee con~isting
to Berry, the Bus- overnight guests will be allowed permitted at BU if~
According
of students and the head librar- iness Office proposed· the idea only if all residents agree, and mates agree, however, the perian will be formed to decide on last March. It was passed by the ~no one is negatively effected by son must be the same s·ex as the
the allocation of funds.
person they are visiting.
·
Administration and put into the visitor.
"These steps should help ~efect
Director of BU Housing Mark .. Paula DiN ardo, upper quad
on July 7.
that it would
_alleviate the problems and
Dean of Student Affairs J. Robillard said the University hall director, said
answer some questions about Gregg Sanborn raised the issue has essentially banned over- be impossible to impose any
the late fee," said Gould. "This , that other universities hav:e night guests to provide more type of rule on the students
is the Senate's initiative to show; successfully used late fees.
privacy for people in the build- where guests were not allowed
that students are concerned
or limited in any way.
·
Sanborn gave the following . ing.
"We can't do that with stuabout· being involved {n: the
"We realize this is somewhat
·.., examples: Plymouth State, $50,
decision.:making process." ··
we are expecting to act
dents
Rosaid
change,"
radical
a
of
University of Connecticut, $50,
said DiNardo.
This fall, the 200 students
adults,"
like
.
Boston University, $75, Keene billard.
of UNH stufaced this charge. As of last . State,
majority
The
University's
the
past,
the
In
Maine,
$15, University of
Wednesday, 45 fees were $25, University of Vermont, stand, stated in the Student dents were not aware that a
waived, 6 denied, and more $50; and Boston College, $100.
Handbook, was "overnight oc- policy prohibiting guests of the
waivers are currently being
"I support the Senate's re- cupancy of the same sleeping : opposite sex still remained in
considered, according to Robert · commendation for the $50 late facilities with members .of the the Student Handbook.
Berry, manager of bu.siness fee along with provisions to opposite sex is prohibited."
- Freshman Bob Pellerin said
operations for the university-:· i~~
- However, the recently con- · he had·heard about the rule, but
Berry, who had no prior
was not too upset. · . .
LATE FEE, page 5· structed UNH Conduct.Board
knowledge of the Senate's re"I knew it was never enforced
believed it was necessary to .

Co-ed coui>les"requir e consen t

<

sults until meeting _with this -

_.
anyway," said Pellerin.
Freshman Alexander resident
Justin Ayer said he didn't see
how anyone could ever get in
trouble because "they would
never find out about it."
. Freshman Ma~y Jo Mad.den
said she was told about the
change in. pqJ.icy at orient~tion.
"I don't se·e that tl'tere will
ever be a problem~" said Madden, "everyone was told to talk
to their roommates about it."
. · As expected, parent reaction ·
has been a bit stronger over the
sudden change in the adminis-tration's st~nd on overnight
.
.._
guests.
Chesney said that during
orientation workshops with
parents of first year students,
questions about sex always
develop.
. Thi~ year when the change
m policy was brought tip, he
found a great d~.a.l of negative
·
reaction.
"More parents were ~larmed
by the policy, than supportive,"
said Chesney. "Some parents
would be happy, if we still did
,
nightly bed checks."
The decision to re-introduce
parietal rules at BU was prompted, in part, by the--mQJ,!ier of
a female student wlitf--compla-ined that her roommate's
. boyfriend had been "camping
·
out" in their room. . .
"I think this is just some
pretense to enf9rce a type of
morality on the students," said
lsralowitz. "What they ar~ doing GUESTS, pa~e 17
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ON THE SP_OT:
What efforts-c·otild th~ Univer~ity take to deter sextial·cr111le.s oil:
campus?
.

"It seems to me tl,at when an
4ssault occurs it should be more
publi(ized to the student body,
and then the students would be
more cautiou$."

·"The lighting on campus. An
example is t~e lighting between
the library and A-lot - there's
only lighting on the streets. The
pathways and trails are dark."

Karen'Bradley

Donna Jensen

"Education. But people don 1t
listen,it's always in one ear and
out the other. A possible solution
would be a ,i,ock trial in the mub
- it might create an awareness."

1

Scot Robidoux

"The Uni,.,ersity should take
more action. It's a problem that
should be adressedto the student
body. The rlt would never
happen to me! attitude bas to
be overcome. I don't think the
student body realizes to what
extent sexual crimes happen. "

Senior'

Heather Carr

Hotel Admin. ·

Junior

Senior

Senior

I

Bio-Chem.

_Biology

Humanities/Spanish

TELEPHONE
TAPE LINE
~nger
Fighting Constructively ... 5
. Expressing Negative1houghts and Feelings ... 6
Dealing with
Constructive Criticism ...? .
Dealing with Anger ... 8
Understanding Jealosy and
How to Deal with it...9

*Depression
What is Depression .. .431
How toDeal with
Depression .. .432
How to ·Deal with
Lonliness... 32
Depression as a lifestyle .. .433

*Stress and Anxiety
Anxiety and Possible
Ways to Cope with it...30
How to Handle Fears.;.a3
Coping with Stress .. :38
Relaxation Exercises ... 37
Conflict and Meditation ... 312 ,
Understanding Grief...85
Death and Dying ... 84

*Self Improvement
Time management...1 5
Self Assertiveness .. .402
Building Self Esteemed
Confidence ... 35
Standing Up for Yourself...10
Becoming Independent from
Parents ... 4 78
The Value and Use of
Self-Talk ... 36 ·
What is Counciling and How
to Use it...61
Learning to Accept Yourself...44

*Sexuality
Male Sex Roles ...40
Mal~ Homosexuality ... 21
Dealing with lmpotence ... 23
Timing Problems in Male .
'Sexuality ... 24
Female Sex Roles ... 39
Female Sex Homosexuality ... 20
Female Orgasm Problems ... 22·

*Friendship
Friendship Building ... 1
Helping a Friend.:.90
Recognizing Suicidal
Feenng in Others .. .492

*Dating
Dating Skills ... 18
lnfactuation or Love ... 70
Things to Consider in Looking
1
.
for a Mate.31
Types of lntimacy ... 3
How to Cope with a Broken
Relationship ... 83
Physical lntimacy ...4

*Health Related Issues
Early ~ign of Alcohol
Problem ... 160
Responsible Decisions about
Drinking ... 161
I've been Raped,What
,
Do I Do? ... 315
Dealing ·with an Alcoholic _
Parent...479
Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia ... 215
·Herpes symptoms and
/ Diagnosis .. .209
AIDS-Reducing the Risks ... 225
Al-OS-Symptoms and Diagnosis ... 218
Aquaintance Rape ... 319

Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00-12:00 plTi and select the tape you wisl;l to he~r The tapes run about six minutes. If you have any questions when the tape
is over.a Cool-Aid member will come back ·on the Hne. Tape line is' a service provided by Cool-Aid in cenjunctionwith the Counciling and Testing. Cool-Aid is
a student funded organization. Our hotline number is 862-2993.·
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~ittle Iildy, ·life~ize goals

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
By Curtis Graves
~LOOD D1:llVE- Grani~e State Room, MUB, noon_to 5 p.m.
For most of us, changing a
light bulb is -at worst a nuisance .
SPANISH AND CLASSICS FILM- "El Super." Room 303,
and at best an illuminating
.
James 7-9 p:m. ·
~xperience. But for History
CELEBRITY SE~IES- Actors from the London Stage, Much
Department Secretary Lisa ConAdo About ,Nothmg. Paul Arts, Joh~son Thea~er, 8 p.m. .
nors, who stands a diminutive
four feet tall, changing a light
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
bulb can be a major undertaking. _
"We usually have a tall person ~
YOMKIFPUR
do it," Connors said regarding
the light bulb, "but I use step
BEN THOMPSON FIELD DAY- Auction, Barton Hall, noon.
stools for laundry and dishes."
Connors is a "little person,"
BLOOD DRIVE- Granite State ·Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
what do~tors might· call a
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES- Kathleen Wilson Spillane,
midget. She prefers the former
David SEiler, clarinet. Paul Arts, Johson Theater.
soprano;
"the
because,
however,
term,
.
·
8~m
word 'midget' sounds deroga~ory in this day and age."
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 22
In spite of her stature, Connors leads an active life wherein
BLOOD DRIVE- Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5
he.r height is but a minor imp.m.
pediment. In addition to her job
LISA CONNORS (photo by Chris Dou~k) .
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM- George Haslerud, Psyin the History Department, she
chology (Emeritus), UNH--"Creative Transfer: A Promising
is an avid reader, enjoys playing area for at least another five their attitude."
Way to Redirect Uberal Education." Romm 101/ 102, Conant,
the lighter side, Connors
the piano and is a member of years. They have no children
4-5 p.m. Open to UNH C04Jlmunity and public. , ,
and regional librarian for Little at this juncture, but do have a is preparing for her first driver's
People of America, an organ- pet Sheltie, a sort of miniature license. "I drive a Honda Civic,
MUSO FILM-: "Bright Lights, Big Citr." Strafford Rq,om
with pedal extensions," Connors
ization devoted to acquainting Collie.
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., student $1, genera $2.
cars."
small
like
"I
said,
that
saying
without
goes
It
little people with one another
Connors also enjoys a unique
and helping the world at large Connors's life is somewhat
OPEN RUSH - Fun; food, and fellowship. Meet new .eeople
different from most, and she status among the children of her
to understand their situation.
and learn about C.?.O. (Catholic Student Organization). L1brafy, .
· :
Catholoc Studem Center, 8 to 10 p.m.
Connors offered a brief precis is often confronted with people neighborhood. "The eight, 10,
of her life. "It's never been ·- wh_o aren't sure how they should and 12 year olds are always
1CELEBRITY SEI_lIES~ Actors from the London Stage, Much
. determined why I was born a react to her. Children are the asking if I'm available," said
Ado About Nothing. Johnson-Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
Connors, "my husband has to
'little person,"' said Connors, most openly inquisitive.
"Kids have a built in antenna tell them to find someone their
"it could be genetics, but I don't
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
know for sure." Connors said system,"· said Connors, "they own age."
· that she has tbree siblings, ali im~ediately _k now that I'm
BLOOD DRIVE- Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5
Asked if she ever wishes she
p:m.
·( of whom are of riormal height. ' different." She related a typical were tall, Connors replied, "All
- - - - - -- - - -_-__- _- ------------,,--1
,
"I lived for twenty-plus years incident where a child pointed the time.. .I get very frustrated. - 1:-, in: Texas," sai~ Co~nors, "and at her and said to her mother, But there are advantages to
'Il,e New Hampshire (USPS379-280). is published ·and di~t11ibuted semi-weekly
l went to Texas Tech. U. for a "Mommy, look at that little being short. If you want to act : I · throughouttheacademk_yeat. Ourofficesareloca:tedin.Rooml51oftheMemorial
. year and . a half. But -I didn't ' girl." The 'child knew that like a kid, you can get away with, • Un:ion Building' UNH, Durham, NH 03824. J;lusiness Ofice hours: Monday]friday 10am-3pm. Academic yea:r subscription: $24:00. Thircl class postage
' graduate because I fell in love Connors was different, but it."
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertis.e rs should eheck their ads the first d~f;t
Before returning to her job,
wasn't sure how.
and got married."
The 'New Hampshire will.}n no case ·be responsible for 'typogr.aphica1 -or othet.'. f
Her husband, who is ten _· Asked how adults react to her; Connors explained that, "to my
trrors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment in which a typographical
inches taller than she, is in the Connors replied that, "adults knowledge, no one at UNH has
error agpears, if notified-irnpiedia,telr,- POSTMASl'ER: send address ~hanges ·,
:-::e·lectrd'nics field ·and works in ,,tavert their eyc~'S, tur-n away, or ·-.~; ever hired ariyone like Irie. -1
to The-New Hampshire,151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed _
·· the area. Connors and her mig'ht be brave enough to ask really think it's time."
.·
h>er issue by Journal Tributlf! Biddeford Maine. _
husband plan to remain in the questions. A lot depends on
'

· ,

On

.iill.-i!.-!!1!1111111!!••--!IIJl!l!•~~~liliii••~~---•••-•J

· CALEN'DAR INFORMATION Must BE SUBMITTED TO ·
.'THE .OFFICE .OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM '112, MUB.
:. (Observe deadJines ~n proper·forms)
f
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LATE FEE

· (continued from page 3) .
waive the fee for legitimate made within the next couple of
reasons," said Sanborn. "How- . weeks after the vote by the
ever, I am ambivalent about the Administrative Council.
allocation of the money specifically for the library and have
--·
·
reservations about the rebate . decision.''
(continued frpm page 1)
"It would be a long process
to refund the money," said _ problem of senators not doirrg
Berry. His base staff of 13, with their jobs by giving them more
5 work stµdy positions· are still votes?" asked McClain.
Desmarais defended his bill
sorting out the August 30 late
by stadng that the Greek senafee.
"lt doesn't seem fair to the tors have not been properly
students who follow the guide- informed of their duties and that
lines to switch this fee around," is why their duties are now
spelled out in the bylaw.
he said.
Senator Rob Rodler pointed
· "Part of. the idea for the
money to be given to the library out that with 17 out of the 54
is to prove_to the State Legis- senators at Sunday's meeting
lature that the students can take being Greek, there was no need
the,first step toward something .to add two more senators.
Rodler added that even
that will better their future,"
said Gould. "Funding for the though they are not all Greek
library has been on the Board senators, they all have ~ yote.
Students will be able to vote
of Trustees' top ten priority list
tommorrnw for two Greek sefor at least the last five years."
"W_e students are trying to nators, but it is uncertain if the
do something to improve our two additional positions will
own education by allotting the be added to the ballot.
In the bylaw, Greek senators
fre to the library, instead of the
general fund" said Yfantopou- must get feedback from their
los. "Having the student/ Ii- constitue-ms, attendsenatemeefbrari;rn committee would be ings regularly, and intorm their
good for organization and keep- constituents of policies that will ·
.
ing the students' priorities in be affecting them.
Each Greek senator is respon- ·
check." · .
The size of the committee and sible for three G~ek houses and .
how it will be appointed has not must attend one house meeting
yet been decided or ·how the $25. Ptr month.
refufld would be made, said_· ~ ···----- ·- -· - --~--- --Gould. Those decisions will be

SEN.ATE

• I

~
~

Now offering the use of
-2 fitness clubs for the
Price of one!

!~ #J~}fj!iffA
~

-n..

U

'I l)ac.,,,
Don't delay!
· ··Lim~ted spaces/~,,,, · f>'f",..~
i
J
F~•NKLIN. FITNE)) available.

~·

CENT -E R
L3 Jenkins Ct
Durham, NH 03824

868-1105
►

·Exeter Rd.'
Newrnarket, 'NH 0~857
·659-3151 or 778-7602
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SH·O PLIFTING ~•.Matthews sums it ~p saying,

- (continued from page 2)

CAREER
RESU_ME WORKSHOPS: Sponsored by Career
-., .Planmng & Placement. Tuesday, September 20:
, for ·WSBE Sr~.,Room 140, Ham Smith, 4:10-5 p.m.
Tu~sday, September 20: for anyone Room 18, Ham
Smith, 7-8 p.m. Thursday, September 22: for LS
& A, Room 1.7, Spaulding, 4:10-5 p.m.
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: Sponsored
by Career Planning & Placement. Not sure where
you_r career is headed? Small group workshops
_ desig_!led to help on Wednesday, September 21,
~oo~, Huddleston, noon to 2 p.m. Sign up
m Room-in,;-Huddleston.
MANDATORY ORIENTATiONS FOR. SENIORS: Sponsored by Career Planning & Place~ent. Wednesday 1 September 21: 4:10-6 p.m. for
Liberal Arts Srs-. in Murkland 110.
GENERAL

"WOMEN OF COURAGE" EXHIBIT: An exibit
of large photograpic portraits from the ·Black
~omen Oral H_istoty Profect of the Schlesinger
Library,_ Radcliffe College. Portraits of forty
outst3:ndu:_1g black wome~ ':'ho h3:ve made significant
contributions to American Society. Now through
October 14, Main floor Hallway,_Thompson Hall,
8:00 -a.m. - 4:30 p.~.

"WOMEN OF COURAGE: THE BLAci< WOME~O1:UL ~ISTORY PROJE~T": A talk given by Ruth
Hill, J?irector of the ProJect, Schlesinger Library
· Radcliffe. (Exhibit on display in Thompson Hall'
main floor thr~mgh October 14). Wdnesday'.
September 28, Hillsborough/Sullivan Room MUB
noon ro 1 p.m.
.
'
'
MEET.NGS ,

COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT -~ PEACE: .
All welcome to attend. Tuesday; September 20
-Room 145, PSN Office, M1;JB, 7 p.rn.
'
UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: To watch
Cros~-Country phase of Olympics. Bring money
fo_r pizza. Tuesday, September 20, 7:15 p.m. at the
- Tm Palace. .

UNH CO~LEGIATE 4-H c{uB FIRST MEETING:
_Informational and business meeting for all old
and new members plus an ice cream social. Thursday,
September 22, Room 212, Kendall, 7 p.m.
·
DEMOCRATIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION
MEETIN~: U pco~ing _activities relating to the
Democr~ttc Pres1dent1al, Gubernatorial, and
Congressional races will be discussed and planned.
Interested students encouraged to attend. Thursdays
Room 140, Hamilton Smith, l p.m.
'
· CATHOLICSTUDENTORGANIZATIONMEET- .
INGS: Join the fun, meet new people and be a part
of the gang. Thursdays, Catholic Student Center
8-9:15 _p:m.
·
· .
'

BI_B~E STUDY: Spons?red by United Campus
Mmistry. A general overview study of the scriptures.
Newcomers welcome. Meet at Waysmeet Protestant
Student Center, 15 Mill Road, Thursdays, 7 p.m.

ENGLISH HONORS INFORMATIONAL MEETING: English majors and students interested in
the honor major are_ invited. Thursday, September 22, Room 126, Hamilton Smith, 1-2 p.m.

WA YSMEET PROTEST ANT FELLo"WSHIP·
Meet for pizza and fun. Sunday, Septe~ber 26~
Protestan Student Center., 15. Mill Road, 6 p.m.
Newcomers welcome.
RETIREMENT RECEPTION: For David Noyes
'(Engine_ering T~chnician Ill), -Department of
.M echamcal Engrneering and Physical -Sciences. ·
Tuesday, September 27, Room 310, ~i'ng~bury,
1 p.m.
,
·

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB MEETING: To discuss
_ plans for the semester and upcoming activities.
T)lesday, September 27, Merrimack Room MUB
_7p.m.
,
'
. '
COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION MEET~NG~: New members are needed and anyone
mceresred in finding out more about the Commun'i-cation Association should attend. Monday Septem~r 26, Room M213, Paul Arts, 7 p.~. Weekly
meetmgs on Mondays. ·

~ufficient proof, then it's not
identification, and the seller's your book and we can'-t do
name and social security number business.;'
·
are kept. ·If someone reports
And like Barnes and Noble
· their book as stolen and can all students selling back books
·identify a book sold b~ck to the must present their student
boqkstore as theirs, then Jensen identification so thev may be
will -report the seller to the identified if it is discovered that
police. ·
the book.was stolen.
· Jense~ s~ressed that the key
nut Mattnews said that "in
to reclaiming Stolen books is the last few years this has -only
being able to identify the book ,happened a rnuple of times.
as yours and reporting the theft · Things have changed. When we
as soon as it is discovered. So first opened we had a lot more
long as there is no question that· problems because people wantthe book may be returned for ed to see what they could get
a fu!l refund students should put away with." .
their name and social security
Matthews attributed the Durnumber.somewhere in the book. ha~ Book Ex.change's almost
Books which are mar~ed ~n non-existent shoplifting probcannot be returned for - full lem to their sales system. "Ev- refund. Jensen provides a b:ro- erything is customer service,"
chure which discuss.e s ways explained Matthews. "There is
students can safeguard their ~mly ,one line that goes right
property.
_
around to the registers and _
Jensen said that between everything goes into a. bag
twelve and eighteen people are before you leave."
usually caught selling stolen
During the "book rush" when
books a semester and a number -the store is filled with hundreds
of them have been prosecuted.
of students each day anything
Jensen warned students to oav small and easily hidden which .
attention to their books "because might tempt shoppers is rethere is definitely a market dn moved.
- _
stolen books."
"Everything we do is to insure ,
_ Vince. M~t~b,~ws oJ th~ pur- , the saf~ty of the store and keep
ham Book Exchange ·agreed · -- ·the price of books as low as
with Jensen saying it is ''.not so possible," said ~atthe~s.
. much shoplifting, as. people - , Matthews said ~hat if he does ·
trying to_sell back books they , ca~th a student trymg to sell b~c~
steal."
·
a stolen book or steal somethmg
"But," Matthews stressed, he will sometimes jusua~k to
"we do everything we can to the stu4ent, especially if the ,
deter a student from either student is a freshman.
_
selling back a stolen book or
"I don't come down on them
stealing anything." ·
hard;: Matthews said, "but
The Durham Book Ex- explam to them that they
change's return policy is more ' shoul~n't do that because they
. . stringent than Barnes and No- ar~ gomg to have to do business
ble's. If a student does not have_ with us fo~ fo_ur years. They
a.receipt when returning a book, sh_ould starnheir college careers
then the student must present with an honest approaeh: Up
his registratiQn OJ' drop form to _college you can do ju1venile :
to prove he had reason to buy · thmgs, but once at college you
the J,ook.
should take a more adult ap_.. proach."·

a

U~H JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Open juggling_ for ~veryone, beginner to expert. No
experience needed to have fun. Wednesday eveAings,
MUB. Check Info Center for room.
·

THEATER AUDITIONS FOR "THE.ICE WOLF":
Spo1:1~ored by T~eat~r an1 Dance Department.
Audit10~s for this children s production are open
to all UNH students. Production dates are
November 14-19 (daytime). Auditions: Mo~day,
September 26 and Tuesday, September 27, Hennessy
Theater, Paul Arts, 5:30 p.m.

~ _ If .y~u can't come up with

1

·Check us out...

All Student·
Clubs & Organizations

New Expanded Menu
*Italian food
_*Mexican food
*pizza
*sandwiches
*burgers

-In order to b~ recognized
- .as _an official campus
organizafion yo_u must
REGISTER-in the .
STUDBNTACTIVITIES OFFICE
by September 30th.--

more info:
Stop by 126 MUS
or ·call ·86·2~ 10-01
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WELCOME BACK!
~

D~r~uden~

Look ·fo~ this page in every Tuesday's New Hampshire. The Senate Page is a way for the Student Senate to more
1

effectiv.ely tell students of what'.s happening in the Senate on Sunday nights and throughout each -week. Usually the
Senate page will be a half a page b'ut for this first edition I wanted to expand it to one full page to: Give students a
. copy of my co~vocation address, list all the Student Senators and executive members, a~d tell students of what happened
at the first Senate meeting this semester, which took place on Sunday, September 11. ·
Remember, every student is welcome to come to Senate meetings. They are held every Sunday evening at 6:00 pm
· in McConnell 212. Come by! ·

Wendy Hammond, Student Body President

W_ENDY HAMMON·o , SBP CONVOCATION SPEECH
Today we come together as a univernity - a university of individuals and of unique
diffe·rences. Here, some are black, some are white, some are rich, some are poor,
some grace the tootqall field and some don 't walk. But through these goals - to strive
for knowledge, to become enlightened, and to give something special to the world.
Though we will continue to work towards these goals long after we've left UNH , we
have. all chosen this unrversity to ed~cate ourselves so it i~ possible to break the chains
of prejudice and overcome preconceived notions that can confine us -so that we can
·
,
search for truth and beauty.
Through our. educatron here, we open our m·inds - ourselves to the world . We explore
the unknown, test out new ideas, we ·chall'enge old ones. We don't learn black and
_white._We, strive Jo broaqen Ol:Jrselves to learn ~nd ~ccept everything unique that this
_.. _. _ , . . , ,.. ,·
. . ' _- ..._:· : ~- _ .. :
'." . , _.
-. .
,.-! ·world· offers,: _ ·:;
Here, we have chosen to take on the responsibility to develop an objectivity that permits
· us .to view the word in shades of grey. Our quest is to ·become truly enl ighJened and
to make this. world a bette~ place. That responsi_bility do~sn't start outside ·the boundaries ·
of Durham. It begins here, in -our classrooms, fri our dorms and in our apartments.
· We cannot condemn ignorance and prejudice in the world but at the same time , on
our own campus, we shut people out and discriminate ·others for being different
There.are- not people on this campus who are being physically beaten because or
race, religion or sexual preference, but perhaps another kind of beating exists. It occurs
when we cast judgement on those ~ho are different:. on p~ople of color, on honisexual
people, on handicappe:d people.:, This beating exists when we go to a party-and there·
.
is someone left home, who We know will stay alone.
from Portsmouth , who gave
in
comiffg
bus
COAST
the
on
Last week, I met a man
on this campus. This man, ·
out
left
be
to
means
it
what
of
me a better understanding
was a very interesting
"hippie,"
a
as
appearance
outward
his
by
describe
who many would
of going
apprehension
his
of
me
told
he
conversation
our
During
man.·
• and intelligent
into Durham and of what had happened to him the day before. He was walking by Town
and Camp~s when ._ a· fey-1 r:nale ~t.udents, bega,:uo taunt hir(l . They said things such
.
as "Oh,. look at this clown. He think$ he's still at Woodstock. THat's where he belongs."
· A couple of days ago, two of my °friends who are lesbians were walking hand in hand
when some· students .walked by them and muttered, "There goes the campus." The
•irony is that those two women have raised more important issues on this campus and
. ...
,
have'COntributed more to UNH than anyone ·, know. . .
.· To those people and to others we are shutting.out, Durham ·doesn't feel like community.
· ·In order to make UNH mor·e than ·any other school we all have to ope·n ·ourselves up_.
..
. .. .,
. fo the world inside as well as. outside -Durham.
:_ ,A 'c ommunity of scho1·~us, to n,.e, denotes a university clthe mo~t interested and passioned
. youth $earching for the way. to leave this world a better place than they'foufld it. The
· great Greek poet Aeschylus once _wro·t e that the goal ·o f humanity should. be to "tame
.· . .
.. the savageness ot.man and make gentle th~ ways of the: world." ' ., ,.·
In some ways this may seem beyond us nqw, but nothing is out of reach to a community
of scholars who remain true to themselves and true to their dreams.

a

WHAT HAPPENED IN SENATE SEPTEMBER 11, 1988:
. Bill X-20: BYLAW CHANGES: SENATE MEMBERSHIP ~ Tabled

.

.Bill X-21: BYLAW CHANGES: RESIDENTIAL LIFE COUNCIL - Tabled
,Bill X-22: LATE PAYM~NT FEE PROPOSAL - Tabled
,.I

WHO'S IN SENATE?
. Wendy Hammond,SBP

Mike Rose, SBVP .
Dennis OiConnell, Speaker
Dan Fasciano, Parliamentanian
Steve Roderick, Execuative Officer
Larry-Donovan, Business Manager
_
Alex Weill, Academic Council Chair
Christine Pariseau , Commuter/ CTA Chair
Pete Simmons, Commuter/ CT A Chair ,
. _ ., ..
~fin Dwyer, FA & A Chair
· ,Liz Delucia, Health and human-Services Ch~ir
Rob Radler, Judicial Council Chair
George Yfantopolus, SAFC Chair
Mike Desmarais, Student Life Chair
Michele Scenna, SFU Chair
Tim Silk, SFU Chair
Chris Sterndale, SAFO Business Manager
,,
James Bagley
Todd Baker
Lisa Beliveau
Peter Benoit
Colleen· Brennan
Amy Brodsky
Jay Brown
Daniel Bussiere
Thomas Hall
Dan Heath ·· ·
John Campbell
Ghrrs McClain ·
, Jonathan Caplan
Lisa Casey
Kelly J_enkins
Jill Conrad
Emily .Kellerman
Julianne Counter
Peter Keravich
Brett Cutler
Amy t<'nop ,
Peter DeSilva
Jeff Kohn
Sue Dion
.
· Sally Lange
Scott Dresser
Mary Ellen Lee
Donna Durett
Neil Laughlin . ·
Lynn Esserman
Eillen Malloy
Dave Eastman
Rob Miller
Patti Elliott
Karen .Meyers
Monica Flood ·
--· Jen-Pedersen
Sean Gallivan ·
·Karen' Polak
Andy Gamble
Alyson Rando
Frank Gifford
Larry Smith
Chris Glidden .
Joanna Stanton
Martin Goodman
John Staiti
Nancy McNulty_
Erin Sullivan
. Timothy Swabpwicz
Tin'a Szepsy
Nancy Taylor
. Ilga.Thom_pson .
Todd Underwood
Pam Urban··. ·
Kim Varney
Scott Wilson
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Daycare more than kidstuff
New center f ori,t,m for research

Bently, Joseph and Nathan share their most effective looks. (Eric Stites photo)
.
-

FaII?ily Studies 635 requires
By Ishi Niyama Burde'tt
Child care is not ju-st Big students to participate in a four
Wheels and sandboxes at UNH hour lab each week-helping to
anymore. According to Dr. teach the children.
A main focu& of the research
Michael Kalinowski, director
of the Child Study and Devel- program involves the study 'of
opment Center, the goal here foreign cultures. The Center
is to provide a learning expe- would like to bring in university
rience for occupational therapy, students from other countries
- psychology and family studies to work with the children and
majors, parents, . foreign ex- teachers to learn firsthand about
change students, teachers, pe- foreign cultures.
A typical full day at the Center
diatric nurses, and anyone intere_s ted in working with starts with a perioa of free- _ choice activities, followed by
children and their families.
Other than providing tradi- a circle time where the teachers
; tional child care, the main explain what will be done ~hat , purpose of the Center is the day. Next, the children are given
training of children and re- a 'di0ice of ac;tivities, including
searchers. The most common working on a co!Ilputer~working
- method of research used is' with foreign foods, experiencing
· observational research, includ- foreign cultural forms of art,
· ing the children.and researchers. like Japanese brush strokes, or·
In the building there is an \ learning · vocabulary from a
observation booth with a win- foreign language. Next, they
dow made of screen or smoked _ might play outside, eat lunch,
glass for each classroom, said nap, or choose another freeKalinowski. The _researcher choice activity to complete the
observh the children interact- atternoon.
- The Center ~ms r~ceived a
ing with the teachers and with
one another. The Center is also _ grant to make video discs showexpecting to get a remote vi-- ing children in action at child
deotaping system in the near care centers in France and Italy,
The program's research refuture in order to tape' children
and teachers throughout the day. suits serve several functions.
·:This -is a good way of teach- Some results may be published,
ing students what they might and others are used to aid
need some work on," said Ka- students with their thesis studies.
linowski. ------ -- - ---- - ·According to Kalinowski,
Although anyone interested
in children is able to participate, UNH honor student Leanne
the-Center provides an advanced Doran is currently working on _·
internship progra~ for psycho!DAYCARE, page 17 _
_ ogy and family studies majors.

~:~~~~~:xc.••,HS~:~»:~J-.l-t(asHB?~I)i!C!~::::~C!:;~:r::!3~~'."::-M~::~::::~•t>.'8!!::::t~~:♦::~:;::::-:;.+;!.;:J•.):;;:;•-t:D.X:Ke~:DX~9»;~C::~:~._♦;mt.-..~~J:$.{.C:K::<.C:H~f:+i.~~~<.c~:g:f:~~(~~».:~

STRAF FORD · PLACE
CONDOMINIUMS FOR UNIVERSITY
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE STUDENTS
Newly renovated and amrplet~ly f1m~isl1ed. Parents am he cerfuin their son o~ dm,gl1ter will l11wc
housing each year at the U11iz.,ersity. Investors will appreciafe tlze renta{ ificome and fax benefits.
Prices begin at $19,900 for a single studio unit and $36,500 for a double. Two-bedroom apart111e11t
units for up to four stwients range from $96,500 to $98,500.
Close to tlze rnnipw,, with a short u._;llfk fo classroo111s and tlze doumtown area. Ready for occ11p1111cy
in time for tlze fall seines-rer.
Call (603) 868-2065 for detilifs.

Pending registration by the N.H. Attorney General's Office,

all reservations are accepted on a non-binding agreement basis only.

10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824
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Mini-dOrm themes lose steam as lottery takes ton ·
theme, it takes a lot of organ- classmen definitely hurt out
.
After the decision last spring ization and initiation to get trips theme (creative arts).
Many people get placed in
to deny all six mini-dorms . planned. He added that is why
exemption to the housing lot- ' it hurts to lose the people that Eaton House without requesting
tery, the future of the theme would have liked to stay ~nd.. it, end up not liking it and then
move out, said Nolan
·
housing complex is in the hands contribute."
"There are lots of people who
the
that
commented
Wiesler
of the current residents.
· The decision to deny exemp- houses would look int_o gai~ing are enthusiastic about living
here and contributing to the
tion last year came as a result lottery-free status this year.
"We will make a conserted ' theme, and those people
of "extensive 'discussion between student leaders, residents · effort to get exemption for next · shouldn't be forced to leave,"
--and administration," said Di- year," said Eaton' resident Dave · said Nolan.
Ben
President
Woodruff
uppermany
so
"Losing
Nolan.
Carol
rector of Residential Life
Bischoff.
"It was definitely a controversial issue and we relied
heavily Qn the students' input
because of that," said Bischoff.
Last year marked the first
time that all six of the ddrms
were denied exempt ion, said
Bischoff. As a result, the dorms
lost many upperclassmen.
"The loss of the older students hurts the theme dorms
because it ·places the burden of
· conti()ued theme participation
on the less experienced returning sophomores," sa.id mini,
dorm Hall Director Susan
Wiesler.
In Hall House, the outdoor
experiential mini-dorm, all
upperclassmen were lotteried
off.
"There aren't many of us left
(from last year)," explained Hall
Presiden·t Charlie Pierce. "Our
theme is still strong and the
freshmen 3:re into it, but it's hard
losing all the exrerience and
enthusiasm o the olde·r
members of the dorm."
According to Pierce the
theme in Hall House i9volves
activities revolving around the
outdoors; camping, hiking, skijng, etc. _A.lthq:µgh it is a popular
By Ellen Harris

Smith commented that "exemp~
tion is definitely worth fighting
for and another possibility is
to work for officer exemption."
Woodruff's theme of environ.mental issues is also supported by the continued interest of
upperclassmen. "We were lucky
in that we didn't lose as many
residents as the other dorms.
We lost a little over half," said
Smith.
The lottery exemption status
.~
·

was denied last year. It was
decided by the Residential Life
Council that the dorms did not
put forth a stroiig en.o ugh
argull_lent why they should be
exempt, said Bischoff.
"To. reso!ve the controversy
that sttll exists on the decision
~he students w~ll have to bring
it forth as an issue this year.
Until then, we will continue to
operate under the same policies
that were decided upon last
year," said Bischoff.

L

"This·year
Pll get _organized!'
And this year I reaIIy·mean it.
So I'm buying myself an IBM®Personal
System/2® computer to help me do
everything from org~ing notes and
revising papers to creating high-quality
graphics, and more.
Who knows, with this IBM
PS/2, l may be so organized even my
socks will match.
/

==-=
- -----.::~ .

------ - - ---.....---------.

'

For the best deals in towll,
visit your camplls IBM dealer
located 011 the ground floor
of Thompson Hall. .

· . Personal System/2 and PS/2 ·are registered trademarks of IBM Corp.

\

r
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Chr istm as Cal'ribean .cru ise
GET-YOUR
RJTUREOFF
THE GROUND

of the New England Sailing the Division of Continuing
School. This trip will circum- Education program at the· uninavigate Pµe-r to Rico, learning versity. Malcolm taught the
first hand the skills of coastal coastal navigation course and
Nancy was an instructor for the
navigation.
"You get a real good picture Interior Design program.
Linda Conti, assistant director
of the different layers of history
in the area," said Nancy Sand- • of Marketing in the Division
Imagine the thrill of flyof Continuing Edu~ation said
berg.
. ing a jet aircraft! Air Force
·Sandberg said that each cruise the participants, "will certainly is limited to 22 participants and learn sailing and coastal navC offers )OU leadership
~o sailing experience is needed. igation, in addition to a very
training and an excellent start to a ca-·
The first trip begins with a pleasurable experience."
"Unfortunat ely this is a non
flight from Boston to St. Thoreer as an Air Force pilot. If )OU have what
mas Is.land, where the students · credit course for UNH," said
it takes, check out Air Force RITTC today.
will be picked up by the Spirit Conti.
of Massachuse tts. Students in
Contact:
the _s.econd trip will fly from
.CAPT MESERVE
Boston to San Juan where they
(continued from pag~ 1)
603-862-1480
too will meet the Spirit of
Massachusetts.
its ten committees , detailing
Sandberg said that the Mas- their goals for the 1988-89 year.
--- - -sachusetts ship has a complete •
The Budget and :Planning
- - - - -=-------- ~ - ~
and experienced staff who will Committee had a "very produc,.,.
teach the participants to "hoist tive" meeting with President
~
sails, steer the ship and do some Gordon Haaland last week, said
gallery work."
Leadership EJcrellence Starts Here
· Chairperson Gary Weisman .
. Both Malcolm and Nancy The committee and the Aca- .
teachers within demic Deans will be the core
. ~nberg were
university groups involved·in
long-range strategic planning.
Weisman said the committee
·. asked Haaland about ·"severe
deficiencies and inadequacies "
in three areas: University salaries (PAT, operating staff,
etc.); departmenta l and other
operating budgets; and research
funds. He said the current
budget proposals are not nigh
.
enough.
The Academic Standards and
Curriculum Committee will consider the mathematic s preparation of incoming freshmen,
. how it should ~ diagnosed and
whether or not the university
should introduce a math requirement similar to the current
Errglisµ requirement.
They will also look at teacher
evaluations and the effectiveness of the writing component
in large general education
courses, as well as work with
the student' senate to prepare
a non-credit course on "drugs, . ·
rape, cheating, etc." to be given
,
to all freshmen.
The Admissions Committ~~
will look at freshman recruiting
practices, the policy regarding '
minority recruitment and other
. Our engineers racked their brains so you won't have to.
admissions issues.
ThP C.alendar and Schedulin~
will recommend a
Committee
Memory
700.the
SD
the
call
We
We started out wit)l a very simto 'the senate and,
calendar
new
Typewriter. You just may call it the
ple idea.
is definite yet,
nothmg
while
mem6ry.
in
typewriter
simplest
typewriters
To make electronic
will look fo,; it to provide the
It features a 7.000 character .
and word processors that have lots
equivalent of 120 week s of
editable memory you can access with
of great features but are very simple
the mere flip of a switch.
instruction ( excluding f in~d
to use.
Combined with the 16 character
· So simple you
exams) to the student during
We've reformed
~ LCD display, you can proofread, corthe correction system.
don't have to keep
a four-year period. They will
rect and mak_e changes before yo_u
one eye on your
also consider the possibility of
Add features like a Spell.:Right'
ever put anything down on paper.
typing and one eye
a mini-term inJanuary.

--------------- -

------------·--~~---~---_:
--·· ...~----~9!1.!:-__.::--->.
\

By Richard D' Avolio
If you have been really good
this year, maybe Santa should
look into a $1495 week long
dass that will cruise around the
Carribean over Christmas break.
UNH's Division of Continuing Education (DCE) and the
New England Sailing School are
offering a non-uedit course to
anyone interested in sailing on
the Spirit of_ Massachuse tts
during the months of December.
"Students will have hands on
experience and learn the history
of the islands very extensively,"
said Nancy Sanberg of the New
England Sailing School, who
will teach the first of two
segments.
The first course which run~
from Dec. 30 to January 7 will
sail_ the US and British Virgin
Isles. The participants will learn
the social and cultural history
of the area, said Sa_ndberg
The second trip which runs
from Jan. 17 to Jan. 26 is taught
by Malcolm Sandberg, own.er

-ASSA ULTS -

i----- ------ ------ --~-- -----,,,

At Smith Corona, simplicity
is Ille mother of Invention..

1

M

on the inst ruction
manual.
We make
the simplest
So simple you
typewriters
don't need a degree
in memory.
in computer pro gramming to operate them.
So simple they can even make
. a confirmed non-typist comfortable ·
at the keyboard.
Call 'it human engineering if you
.. like. Or call it ergonomics. Or call it
plain old inspiration. ·
What we came up with is a _
·line c>f remarkable typewriters that
are SOP.histicated wit:-hout being
complicated.
In fact, they're unlike any other.
·
typewriters you've ever seen before ...
or used before ... or mutterea at before.
Take our new Smith Corona
SD 700. (Lots of people are going to.)

Of course, should you want to.

Give your typing a screen test. ·

make changes on paper, we'.ve rnade ·
that simpler than ever too.·
On the SD 700, as well as on
'
every new SmithCorona typewriter,
' you'll find our new correcting
cassette.
It's easy-to-load and you can
insert it in seconds.
There are no spools to
unwind. No complicated threading.
No tangles.
So now correcting mistakes
is as easy as making them.

. 50,000 word electronic dictionary,
WordFind; WordEraser,' Full Line
Correction and much more and you've
got a typewriter that's not just incredibly simple to use, but simply impossible to pass up.
Of course, the same goes for
every other Smith Corona typewriter
and word processor as well.
Which is whv we ·
recommen9 thaf you
hurry to your nearest
store and try our
machines vourself.
Obvfously, they
won't come to you.
Yet.

fillllHII ~~U&~fli:
TOMORROVV'S TECHNOlOGY
AT YOUR TOUCH

For more information on this pn,dur_t. writt.• ti, Smith Corona Corporation. 65,Locust Avenue, New Canaan. CT 06840
or_S":1it~Coro_na!Cam1da l'.td).440Tapsrntt Road , Srarborou~~ -On tario. Canada MIH 1Y4.

+► ·

4f-==:
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Pregnant?
Need Help?

Seacoast
Crisis Pregnancy Centt:r
.

FREE .& (. :U!',.;FIDEN11AL

• ;'reilIJa n cv rt--:-.;tl n ~
• , our1.st" l1n~ & 111 IPrma11 <>t1 ·
H·«•
• pr.t<:ncal su p1• ,rr

(. ·J re· 1

HCITLINE- 749-444 1
90 \X,'a:,hini.,•T<HI °:'fn1:f _·
Suitt• . 1Utl B, Doyer, NH

...
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LEA,RN
CPR

CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION (CPR> CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

Co-sponsored by the School of Health S~udies/Departme nt of
Physical Educ at i ~n , Heal th Services/Student Heal th Educ a ti on
The fol lowing three Basic Life Support CBLS)
CURRICULUMS :
course curric~lums will b~ offered simultaneously
at the times and locations indicated below .

fd

Curriculum and testing wi I I include
. BLS Course A:
Heartsaver Eadult single-rescues CPR) and adult
obstructed airway m'o du I es.
Curriculum and testing wil 1 include
BLS Course C :
b.
all topics from BLS Course A plus pediatric (child
and infant) CPR and obstructed airways .
Recertification programs for the above. ·
c.
a.

WHEN :

. WHERE :

FEES:
a;
b.

C .

L ec~ure and Demonstrations : (select either section)
Section l· : , September 22 and 29 , 12 : 30-2 : 00P.
Section 2 : September 23 , 12:00-3:00P .
Pract1ce: Copen to both Section land 2>
September 26 , ·2s and 30 , 8 : 00-11 :00.
,
Other times can be arranged .
Testing and Practice: Copen to both Section 1 and 2)
October 3 and 7 , 8:00-11 : 00 .
Lecture and Demonstrations: NH Ha ll , Room 104
Practice ~nd Testing : NH Hal I . Room 11
Tot·al

+Tuition
CPR Card and Booklet
BLS Cour;-se A:•
0
$3 . 00 I T
UNH Student
$3.00 I . + $7.00
Faculty/Staff
BLS Course C :
$3.00 I + $6.00
UNH Student
$3 . 00 I + $15.00
Facu 1 ty/Staff
- CPR Recertification : $4 .'00 to $8 . 00

*

1t

I

$3 .100

I

$10 . 00

Fee

. I

*'I

$9 . 00
$18 . 00

Name that Turtle Contest

,

we ·are proud to_present our newest addition ...
Three nameless boxer turtles
_· Drawing for best name will be held

Thursday Sept. 22nd 9:30 pm
1st annual turtle. race immediate ly
following

Don't .Miss It!!

With $6 . 00 subsidy from Health Services.

.

'

REGISTRATION :

'

'

Th r- ough the PhEd office , NH Hal l _(862-2070). ·

·-Winner will recieve valuable prizes·

THIS CPR PROGRA M WILL BE:,, R~ PEATED DURING THE-:o. FALL SEMESTER .

Empl o yer s do n ot c a r e
whe ther or n o t yo u h a ve
h a d valu a ble wo rk
e x p eri e nce.

YES THE Y DO ! !

SIGMA NU
the ichoice of a NU generation

It s n ever to o ear ly to begin
t hink i ng about y ou r future
1

- Join fell o w student s as they ...
•
•
•
•

Wo r k
Gain
Earn
Make

in the i r c hos en f i e lds
·solid p r ac ·tical .e x perience
college credit to waid graduation
car~er contacts f or the future

OPEN RUSHES-·
Tuesday 9-20
· hamburger s '.and hotdog
Thursday 9-22

rusn 6.:8 PM

casino night
rush 7-9PM

CALL TODAY!

862 - 1184

PAST AWARDS:
Best.Rush Program
Best Alumni Relations
Best Faternity-0nrCampus

Jl♦iC-:·==◄•·••ic:;='=·'N+·► ==· ·:cS=e=rv=·=i:~el♦c: : :;: : : M+~.:. ==◄1►c: :=.=.·~ ►IC=::::;~+111==.~➔
=B~:...
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Editorial
.

.

Stan d up and be cou nted
It has been argued before why the MUB critics when the decision has already been
-1:fasement should be reserved for student made.·,A fter all, students squawk but rarely
use. It has been argued that students are do they actually DO anything about it.
Sadly, we have let this continual steamin dire rieed of study space, office space,
tactic convince us that we ·have no
rollipg
t
a seat to enjoy a meal and an_entertainmen
any effort is in vain.
that
say,
·
introducing
center. It has bee·n argued that
we have failed to' realize is the
What
put
will
Barnes & Noble in the basement
impact a united student _body can
potential
Cat's
the
with
them in direct competition
ng our conviction, we
Demonstrati
make.
revenue
whose
Closet, a student business
force to reckon with.
awesome
an
be
could
rgued
a
·
been
has
It
MUB.
helps support the
sponsored by -the
tour
a
today,
12:30
At
devoted
building
only
the
is
that the MU:8
place.
take
will
Senate
·
Student
students.
to
solely
The purpose is two-fold.
All these arguments are powerful and
First, it gives us a chance to see the space
to
plight
our
reflecting
effectively
valid,
and become familiar with the issue first~
defend what is rightly our home turf.
But painfully obvious to the -student body hand. Second, and most important; it
is the impotence of our opinion. For all provides us with a golden opportunity to
the complaint§ made, editorials written send a strong, united message to the
or Senate bills passed, most pleas go ignored administrati on. The MUB is not up for
_
by tpe powers above. Wh~n we are asked compromise.
The -MUB is the ONLY place on campus
for input_, it is a token gest~re tQ quiet the
strictly for students. Instead of being just

an exoskeleton catering, to comm_uters and
sparse student organization s, it could be
the heart -and soul of the student body. The
basement could pool together currently
isolated organizations while giving the everexpanding student population some room
to breathe.
A new entertainmen t center could replace
the inadequate, dis-enchantin g cafeteria._
Seating and study space could alleviate the
crunch .of lunchtime and finals. Student
office space could be more evenly distributed; like-providir;ig the Greek system with
their own office rather than having them
squeeze into a 10x20- ft. space with the
Debate Society. _
Here is the common homebase for
EVERY student on this campus, the one
place we can call our ow9. Don't let this
.
· ·
chance pass.
The time to act is now:

class. I then lived in an abandoned the safety of the community and formation of this nature since the
community needs to be aware of
those of us who live here.
basement, and they took that!'
chis type of crime so that we could ·
Not a word has been forthcoming
As far as I a.m concerned, this
is student space. The administration and it has been brought to iny be more aware of safety measures
· 'To the Editor:
To the.Editor:
is not asking for it, because the attention by other community that we could take.
. I do ·hope the UNH AdministraWe the students are too often students would not give it to them. . members that there may have been
I am thankful for your article on
l,l.ow the administration is holding dwarfed when it comes to decisions. They asked us for our input, so we as many as five ·incidents since the tors do not undo the good work that
was done to bring the community .
back on the space available in th€ ,It seems that over and over again . conducted a survey and gave it to - · start of the school year.
basement of the MUB. This is we the students are getting the short them. We know where that report
le was my understanding that the together. By censoring information
another example of how the a-dmjn- end of the stick. Housing policies was filed. What it comes down to Advisory Committee appointed by vital to the community, I see that
itfir.at.ionis not involving or is focally removing student dorm space are is' this. Today we the students must the President about two years ago important trust.dissolving rapidly.
Sinczerely,
passed by the administration des- show the administration that we would advise the Durham communignoring the ·students input.
M.P. Parker
- I would like to point out a few . pite student input. New social have enough interest in this .space icy of incidents of this nature. I am
Durham Resident
examples of the administration•·s restriction,s are -implemented over_ to organize a tour and check out very disappointed to learn that the
-deafnes..s to the students' needs and the summer when no students are the possibilities we have for this I Administration has censored inconcerns. In 1987, our glorious around to voice concerns. Police · space.
~
President Haaland totally ignored are pliiced at the doors of the , Actions speak louder than words
the commencement committee's classro9ms by ·the administration, and today we must take action and
,recommendatio ns for a speaker. to repel students from attempting prove to the administration that
-Acti-ag as a puppet Gov. Sununu to fulfill course requirements set · we are a concerned, organized
and decided that George Bush would by the administration. It seeins that student body. We wiHnot allow
JOANNE MARINO, Editor-in-Chief
.
I
be a nice speaker, however, Mr. one thing after another leads us to ourselves to be squeezed into a tiny
Bush was not even on the list given the conclusion that a group· of cafeteria so that we must wait half ROBERT C. DURLlNG, Managing Editor KRISTIANNE SUDOL, Managing Edito
.individuals are being left out in the of our lunchbreaks for a seat. We
to Gordon by the committee.
PAMELA DEKONING, News Editor
Editor
Last year they decided to convert cold here at UNH, ~amely, the will not permit our active student SUSAN ~LYNN, News
MICHAEL C. STINSON, Sports Editor
Editor
Sports
D'AVOLIO,
RICHARD
space in Stoke Hall i11to offices, students.
leaders to be sardined into tiny
ERIC STITES, Photo Editor
In order co preserve student offices while T-Hall is renovated SHARON DONOVAN, Photo Editor
ignoring many student's pleas not
ELIZABETH J. MORAHAN, Arts Editor
to so. Many students have found , unity, the school provides the imo a Cinderella's Castle for a few ROBERTA RUSSO, Forum Fditor
SCOTT MILLER, Business Manager
out ( the hard way) about a late students with a 'STUDENT UN- top administrators to work their
. registration fee imposed by the ION.' This is a building by the magic. An appearence today is an
. DEB MACNEILL, Advertising Manager
administration. Again, the students students, of the stucl.ents, and for investment in the future for all
were not involved and not even the students. We the students pai4 students at UNH, take a stand and
Chris Bartlett
· Ric Dube
Aclverllalng Auoclatn
Alex Berger
asked to be involved in this decision. for it to be built, and we pay for it's leave your mark nere. Tours begin
Brendan Gleeson Debbie Donohoe
.
Brosniali
Sue
fees).
MUB
our
Karen Hall
(through
upkeep
Parke Madden
Now we can get to the MUB
leaving the MUB info desk at 12:30.
lshi Burdett
Patrik Jonsson
Minnoch
Sarah
_
entire
this
on
building
only
Busby
Peggy
space. Channel 11 vacated the space It is the.
Arthur Lizie
ANt Bualnna Mgr.
Caryl Calabria
Jodi MacMillan
·
Rodgers
Linda
in November of 1987 and still -. campus which is governed by
Becker
Greg
Carroll
Rebecca
Marc Mamigonian
Clrculallon Mgr.
Matt Combs
nothing has been done with the students, or so we thought. For
Michelle Mcsweeney
President of MUSO
Steve Greason
Davi
Angelique
the
heard,
yet
not
Reporters
have
Ss,orta
who
those
llgr.
last
ANt Clrtulatlon
$pace. There was a sutvey done
Gina DiGregorio
Mark Babcock
Pariseau.
Greg
it
that
decided
has
administration
Julie Douglas
_1ear that asked the students what
Kevin Conne.lly
Graphic Managers
Thea Favalaro
Jami Doneski
Lisa Hamel
we want done with the space. An would now like a piece of this
Prescott Faulkner
John Dubois
Patricia Trebotte
Amy Ferreirra
entertainment facility, study space, cherished student establishment.
G.H. Elder
Graphic Aulatanta
Curtis Graves
'can
be
not
should
Ward D. Fraser
question
The
a
for
Brogn_
space
Beth
office
more
and of course
Harris
Ellen
Rob Heenan
Editor:
Winnie Dane#tibarger
Evan Henschel
the student tun organizations were we recover this space from .t he ToI the
Chuck Mccue
Deanna Ford
printing
consider
will
you
hope
Holthoff
Mark
'should
rather
but
J. Russell Pabst
admiaistration?'
Bess Franzosa
the needs and wants of the students.
Cartoonists
Adminthe
to
letter
following
WendyJeanthe
Ingram
Harper
the
However, the space is still empty we allow the contagion of
Michael F. Dowe
TornJoseph
Lida Kagan
of the Univer~ity of New
Robert Durling
, Rich Kelley
Lorri Leighton
and now the 'a dministration seems administration to overtake the istration
Hirtle
John
Michelle Kirsenbaum
Jennifer Long
to be wheeling and dealing with student union as it has already done Hampshire;
Kurt Krebs
Steve Loos
Tucker Sheffer
Durham
the
of
member
a
As
other
and
Sawyer
T-Hall,
Dick
Stoke,
with
Sarah Minoch
News Brief Editor
Barnes and Noble to give them our
Technlcal SupenllOr
Carol Mooney
• David P. Dow ·
locations?' I am continually haunted community, i ·was distressed to
space. ·
Leah Orton
Marianne Moore
On-the-Spot Editor
local
a
in
conversation
a
overhear
Typists
David Olson
Kelly Wh[teman
In conclusion, I would like to with the nightmare of returning
Calabria
CQryl
students
UNH
female
Purdy
Jen
Two
Debbie Hopkins
invite ti)e entire student body to to Durham in the year 2000 for , store.
Lisa Casey
Photogniphen
incident
recent
a
discus~ing
were
will
theme
Crossley
the
Elizabeth
(when
~~ri:~~;~~n
homecoming
Deborah Hopkins
join us in ·a tour of the MUB space
Ellen Harris
tliree inales attacked and
Tim Thornton
Ronit Larone · .
on Tuesday September 20, during be 'High and Dry in Durham.'), and, whereby female students at about
Christine O'Connor
Lokeren
Van
Jill
Amanda Waterfield ·
Aulatant ·
Kristen Waelde
the common exam period 12:3,0- I am greeted by a nude student · raped two a week night. I l_iave been
CapyR...._
Kelli Wardman
Kristen Waelde .
wearing oaly a bucket and holding 10 pm on
·
2p.m.
.Caryl Calabria
Waterfield
Amanda
Reporter
Staff
something
read
to
·Ellen-Harris
Jennifer Yanco
Jay Kumar
Thank you, a sign·reading 'first they took my anxiously waiting
Alta Reportera
HNI Reporters
Andrew Garn.hie Qee(, then they took my dorm, then in the papers about this incident
Clark
La11ren
Agular
David
Student Senator the police wouldn't let me into my · since. I am always concerned abQqt

MUB I

MUB II
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Assaults
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The' gre enh ous e effe cts .are here-.;
By Michael Guilbault'
ing of the greenhouse effect. At our school,
Sweltering days and endless, hot,
of the global warming trendinclude,
studies
steamy r:iights in the East. The worst fore-st
sampling to reconstruct past
'"ice-core
, fires in history in the west. Our country's
and remote sensing (from
atmospheres
breaking
breadbasket, beset with the record
to ~d ocument stress in
satellites)
orbitting
the
by
drought. The gulf coast pound~d
to Spiller.
according
ecosystems,"
forest
experienced.
ever
worst hurricane it has
understood
are
systems
complex
"The
drought,
floods,
Across the globe: r~cord
predictions
makes
that
and
poorly,
,very
meteoon
years
four
famine. The hottest
very uncertain," says Spiller. If these
rological record, occurring in the l980's.
are correct, however, we may
predictions
ns
manifestatio
early
Or
?
Coincidence
trouble. Global computer
of
lot
a
in
be
_
·
effect.
of...the greenhouse
developed by NASA, and
been
have
models
this
is
What
ef.fect?
. The greenhouse
MIT, among other institutions. These model
gr,e enhouse ·e ffect anyway? We've heard
the circulation of the atmosphere, and they
so much about it in the past few years, but
certainly have some dire predictions for
what do we really know? To answer this
us. If they are correct, said Spiller, we can
and other questions, the New Hampshire
expect more frequent and longer droughts,
~ interviewed Judy Spiller, :Ph.D., Assistant
more extensive and damaging fires, rising
Research Professor at UNH' s ·Institute for
global sea-levels, and a marked increase
Earth, Ocean, and Space studies (you know,
in the frequency of similarly extreme events
the new science building?).
and natural disasters.
"The greenhouse effect is an increase
· "The projected changes are very rapid,
in global temperature as a result primarily
of human industrial activities,-" stated " more -r apid than the climate change of the
past," Spiller said. In fact, many scientists
Spiller. Although the factors contributing
believe that the Earth's average temperature
to this. increase in global temperature are
could increase 7 degrees Cekius during the
complex, the majority of scientists feel that
next century.
it is -here now.
Well,' this is all very well and good, but
."The greenhouse effect is not just carbon
can we, as students and as America's
what
· dioxide," says Spiller. It is ·th~ cumulative
leaders do about it?
future
,
effect of radiatively active gasses including
oeed -t9 do is aqapLJO climate
:''Whai.we
:-·,
••
""j,·-:-"
7~.
~
-.
~,m ethae.ewan&,,.a it,~OUS..ccOXiae&:e.These:,sgasses
Spiller, indicating that the
says
change,"
cars,
burning·
fuel
are emitted from fossil
inaction co'uld be quite
of
costs
social
plants.
factories, ,and electrical generating
expensive.
with
daily.
on
goes
At UNH, research
· But how do we know thaf the greenhouse
global carbon cycling and the concern is
effect is really here? We've heard so many
understandsdentific
inc:re~s1ng
on
focused

·. different arguments in the recent past that ·
it's hard to tell which ones are correct.
-"There has been an observed increase
in (02 in the atmosphere, " says Spiller.
Since the "Good Mauna Loa (Hawaii)
record" has been established, there has been
6% increase in atmospheric CO2, according to Spiller. She says that CO2 has
increased "from an average of 315 parts
per million (ppm) in 1957, to an average
of 340 ppm in 1985". In less accurate tests,
CO2 has increased 25% since 1900.
- "The blanketing effect of CO2 in the
atmosphere could result in' global warming
and climate change," says Spiller.
The climate in Boston could become
similar to that in Washington D.C., by the
year 2000--that's only 12 years away! Spiller
says that if the predicted changes in climate
occur as the models indicate that there could
be "significant shifts in the center's of
agricultural productivity as well". The ·less
develop~d countrie~.wh o rely primarily
on agriculture ·for income, c_ould suffer the
·
most, said Spiller.
As more valuable and in-depth research
is conducted at UNH and elsewhere, the
scientific community wiU continue to
impr:_ove their understandin g of the _greenhouse effect. As we become the leaders of
OU~ country aqd _the world, tpe. studies which.
'go' on now will help ·us to ·make· inform'e d
and conscientiou s policy decisions about ·
the future of our planet, and the lives of
our children.

a

Michael Guilbault is a junior in the College of Li/e
Sciences and Agriculture

The y didn't ask us abo ut the late fee
By Larry Donova n, Mike Eliasbe rg, Mic.b elle S.cenna and-Pet e Simmon s
Two hundred years ago patriotic Amer- '
icans risked their lives over the argument
of taxation without representatio n,. and
yet it still _exists today--what is even worsl
is that it is present at this University.
Despite the fact that the Student Body
President and Vice P'resident, Wendy
Hammond and Mike Rose, worked closely
with the administratio n all summer, they
were not informed of the LA TE FEE
imposed during this time. For those _
· unaware -of this LATE FEE, it was designed
and employed during the - summer to
penalize students who fail to pay their
tuition fee before August 15th. How
convenient for the administrati on to tax
us once again with neither proper input
from the students rior adequate notification. .
This certainly does not run parallel to
President Haaland' s pledge at Convocation,
to work more closely with the students.
A last minute proposal engineered by ·
SBVP Mike Rose, called for a reduction
of the fee to $50, a $25 rebate to those who
have already paid the current $75 fee, and
the allocation of the fee·~ revenue to be
spent on books for the library. However, .
the principle of thJ matter, once again has
been ignored. Where was the student input?
I.

The Student Senate passed this bill under
heavy pressure from the administrati on,
to save the ,students from the outrageous
$75 fee. The bill was an effort by the
'students to salvage something from another
negative experience with the administratio n
(ie: Stoke, Tailgating policies, MUB renovations, etc.). It is a shame that. the Student
Senate has· to be a reactive body inste_ad
of a proactive one.
Many questions were askedlas:t night
that Dean Sanborn could not answer, by ·
no fault' of his own. He came to the Student
Senate last night, unlike those adminis--trators who were actually responsible for
.this policy. So, to those responsible for the
LATE ~EE, we have some questions for
you:
1. How do you sleep ~t night, when an
in-state student pays his/her tuition bill
two weeks late and pays a FEE equal to· a ·
yearly interest rate of over 100%?
2. Where were the guidelines for getting
this FEE waived, when economic circum·
.stances make it necessary?
3. And, if the Student Sena.te just passed
this bill this Sunday, how can,:the admifris tration justify imposing this FEE this
semester?

This LATE FEE is the epitomy of current
student/ administratio n relations. Hopefully
this will be the last time that students aren't
invoived in a change of policy made by the
administratio n. And, finally is it true that
the students will receive a rebate from the
University every time we do not get _our
services on time or· promises are broken?
According to our calculations, we figure
our education will eventually be free, here
__
at th~ University of New Hampshire! _,
Ltirry I)onovan is the Business Manager for the Stu. 4ent_ Senate, Mike Elias.berg is arepresentative for
·
Greek Relations, Michelle Scenna is CoC,hairperson for Students for the University and
Pete Simmons is Co-Chairperson for the. Commuter and Campus Transit Authority

r
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WHAT .IS A CALZONE? _
(Kal-zon")

There are ma ny wa ys
to ack now led ge it.. . ·
one las ts a lifetime.
Your Co lleg e Cla ss Ri ng from Balfour!
Select yours at:

Mub Balcony
Thursday & Friday
. September 22nd & 23rd

Tak e thre e kinds of cheese
Add .Ham , Mus hroo ms, Meatballs, or Veggies·
Place on han d-ro lled pizz a dou gh ·
_.T op with zesty red pizz a sauce
(Mo re cheese; please!)
Fold pizz a dou gh ove r~- like a burr ito ...
Spri nkle with parm esan cheese
Bake to perfection!!

W ildcatessen ... Open til Mid nig ht
Located in Stillings Hal l - nex t to Stoke Hal l , ·

_·

/t

.Balfour®

10-3

No on;;~members ins~ many ways. .

Look for our brightly lit awning! ·
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Arts & -Entertainment
Cray Retur ns
You Even Care", will make you
a believer.
Dark songs also are driven
by -those odd, side-shifting
keyboard-and-bass rhythms that
are so very Cray (remember the
· When you've got a ·good halting piano thrust of "Smokthing, go with it. Some may ing Gun?"). Add to these the
chastise Robert Cray for the some spice from the flashy brass
striking surface resemblance of intrusions of The Memphis
his latest release, Don't Be Horns, and oh, of course, a
Afraid of the Dark, to l986's whimpering saxophone visit by
highly sricessful Strong Persuad- Davi,1 Sanborn on "Act_ing This
er. Yes 1 there is a distinct feeling Way .
Finally, let's not forget Cray's
of deja vu from the begini{)g but
don't be afraid- Dark. is no mere penetratingly -honest voice.
· Richer than milk chocolate, it
carbon copy.
The Robert Cray Band's is able to carry the full weight
brand of hybrid blues managed of Cray's perpetual disappointto crack into the top 40 last year · ment in pleading tones µn·
with the single "Smoking Gun." equaled anywhere else.
So what makes D4r""-k. any
Cray's music was a fascinatingly
strong and fresh addition to the different than its predecessor?
airwaves and the success of Darkness itself. It seems that
Strong Pursuader brought to Robert Cray is not afraid of the
dark, but rather fascinated by
Cray a new, wider following.
With Cray's new Dark, you it. ''I do my best work in the
must be willing to wade in at (dark," Cray claims on the title
·
least t0· the waist. He delves track.
This albumn is more agondeeper i~to his distinctly blues
background here- to appreciate izing, more melancholy than
him one must don the dark coat Persuader. Cray milks the
of d_ejection he wears. Songs like depths of his tormented expe"I Can't Go Home" are not for rfonce with females here
light-hearted listening: "Oh through a further submergence
man I've dreaded this fateful into his bluesy roots. Even the
day/ I oughtta go get my gun/ on.e upbeat Dark song, "Across
and blqw his ass away/ there's the Line," is blues to its shoesgonna be hard times ahead if it is powered by an oldfashioned Sonny Boy Williams
I go home."
. ·
Dark does attempt to retain style stand up ·bassline:
many of the enchanting the - Cray's strength 'in this albun;rn
Robert Cray we saw in Strong · is his haunting effectiveness in
Pursuader. There are sporadic conveying his unquenchable
licks of his trademark chatter- suspicion and woe. Tracks like
ing, stuttering, stacatto guitar- "I Can't Go Home" are indeed
_
· those mad gurgling solos that powerful.
erupt from the throttled throat · While the album lacks some
of his seemingly alive six-string
and the second track, "Don't CRAY, page 16
The Robert Cray Band
Don't be Afraid of the Dark
Polygram Records
By ·R. Scott Nelson

~

...

The Paladins, a pretty cool looking crew, ha:ve just released an album on Alligator Records

LP short s:Pala dins, Furs
By Arthur Lizie
· The Paladins - Years Since
Yesterday (Alligator Records)
- Born from the same early
eighties southern California
breeding ground as Los Lobos ·
and The Blasters, The Paladins
play a lean, light-hearted version of what is commonly re.fered to as "roots ,rock." Forget
the "roots," ·Yeah. Sinc.e Yesterday is just plain old fashioned
"rock and roll," a more energetic
version of Bill Halley and The
Comets playing with better
amplification; this power trio
is hot. Flashy but precis.,e guitarist Dave Gonzales c<;>njures
-dancing visions of Stevie Ray
Vaughan.with his alternating
bursts of thick toned rhythm
passages and spacious leads on
tunes such as "Going Down To
Big Mary's" and "Mean Man."
Once again , a gem from Alli_
.
.
gator.
Psychedelic Furs - All Of
This And Nothing (Columbia
Records) - With this Psychedelic Furs compilation, as with
almost all greatest hits collections,· the formula is simple: If
you have to have everything by
the band or _you like the singles
and don: t want to shell out for
-the albums, get this record; if
you just want the new song, buy
the single or the twelve inch.
The twelve song LP includes a11

the hits ("Love My Way" "Pretty In Pink" "Heaven" etc.) plus
a few interesting _but lesser
known tracks ("Highwire Days"
"Imitation of Christ"). The new
song in question is "All That
Mo,ney Wants," one of the
band's best songs in years.
Richard Butler has publically
admitted that the direction the
.band took with their last album
Midnight To Midnight was the
wrong one. "All That Money
Wants" makes up for that with
a ret~m to earlier form: heavy,
darker, non-disco song with an
acoustic edge. It'll be good to
hear the revitalized Furs on a
new album in the future.
Adolescents ~ Balboa Fun*Zone (Triple X Records) Generically the Adolescents can
be described as "punk," but
that's. an unfair moniker; they
dig deeper than most bands who
still adhere to the stale late '70s
concept. The group, headed by
the always popular Rikk Agnew,
bother to think about some well
worn but essential musical
elements such as melody,
rhythm, apd dynamics that
others have no need for. Their
efforts pay ·off here, Balboa
Fun*Zone is a decent record.
Not that the Adolescehts can't
be as savage as George Bush's
obnoxious nasal whine when
they want to be; oh, these aren't

a

the same kids we sent to camp
· a mere decade ago. The only
downer here is a faithful but
useless cove·r of John Lennon's
"Instant Karina."
A N ightmate On Elm Street
· 4 / The Dream Master - (Chry~.
salis Records) - There must
have been some kind of contest
between the A Nightmare On
Elm Street 4 film makers and
the soundtrack compilers: Let's
see who can .wme up with the
lamest product. Although I
haven't ~nd won't see the movie; '
this record must give Fre,ddie
a run for his switchblades.
Through the magic of UltraStereo (take a step back? gasp!),
such pitiful artists as Go West,
The Angels .From Angel City,
and Love/Hate vomit up_ a ·
variety of lamentable music. The
. "radio" track here is the sappy
metal ballad ,"Love Kills" (original title, nothing like a Joe _
Strummer or Ramones song),
wretched from the inimitable
Vinnie Vincent Invasion. Who
Cl res. _The only worthwhile
tunes are the pl.;i.yful,seven year
old Blondie track, "Rip Her To
Shreads," and an atousti-dance
track, "Therapist" from heady
progressives Vigil. I strongly
_believe that the world would be
a better place if Vinnie· Vincent
never recorded again.

A Tend ency to bore
Suicidal Tendencies

Sing it Shirley! Shirley Lewis and the Movers, a local blue
favorite, will be playing at the Stone Church in Newmarke
on Saturday, October I. For _more info call the Stone Churc
at 659-6321.

How Will I Laugh Tomorrow,
By Rob Hallworth
After listening to the new
Suicidal Tendencies LP, How
Will I Laugh Tomorrow, When
/ Can't Even Smile To-day, one
may ask if this is the same band
that started making aibumsjust
.a few short years ago. Mike Muir
is the only membe-r left from
the original four-man lineup
th:1r released ·the self-entitled
de . ut album on Frontier Recor 's. Unfortunately for us, it
see 1s that when the former
me bers pack:ed their gear, they
too longallofthesongwri ting
talt .l with them. The new cuts
melt together like so many bars
of chocolate on a hot summer's
· picnic table, leaving a sticky,
·
frustrating mess.
The record opens with "Trip

at the Brain," an invitation to lyrics. "Surf •arid Slam," may
indulge in hallucinogenic phar- have made an acceptable bridge,
maceuticals; in short, its a bad but standing ·alone, it crumbles
miserably.
trip. "Hearing Voices," follows,
The only ),right spots her~
finding Muir sounding like a
feeble imitation of infamous are the title track and an ode
. Motorhead slime-meister, Lem- to indecision called, "The Miracle," which drags at times but
.
my Kilminster.
The th,i rd track, '.'Pledge Your at least is marginally i(lteresting.
The album ends (mercifully)
Allegiance," starts out promwith, "The Feeling is Back,"
isingly enough, soundipg someprofessing,· ·~1 dug my hole ·too
· what like the✓old ST's, but much
I couldn't admit/ I didn't
deepto our chagrin, it doesn't take
them very long to trudge right know when to stop/ But you can
back into a monotonous world only dig your hole six feet/ U mil
the dirt comes back on top."
·
of power-chords.
Mike, you said it, not me.,
Well
obnoxOther songs include
Overall the album is mindious little ditties like "Sorry?!,"
numbingly boring. The music
"One Too Many Times," and
an instrumental entitled "Surf · is a simple,..minded regurgitation of old Judas Priest guitar
and Slam,'; a simple tune with
licks, wallowing beneath maud- -a driving beat. I guess to Mike
,Muir a driving beat enables th~ lin, sop,~·omoric words that
group to skip the messy and
_ bothersome_task of writing TENDENCIES, page 16
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--------C RAY

•y r ad·t•t t•O n a·l Jazz Jot everyo ne

.
(continued from page 15)
·of the charis~a ~n~ exu~ra_nce years l paid my dues/ l ~an laug,? ;
of Persuader 1t still 1s sat1sfymg. out lohd- I ended up with you.
Let's face it. It's tough _to ·
The _solos are somewhat more
cautious, the keyboards sound · follow an album with the caliber
a bit le_ss.. insistent, ,,an~ t~e ' ?f Persu_ader 'Yithout com parenergetic yo~ng boy d1~~am 1son~ bemg ma?e· Forget the~has_ matured !nto a cymc1_s m D?n t Be Afraid of phe Dark 1s
wh1~h works its way mto the still consu~mate Cray, The
Blues_Accordmg To Robert- and
.
fabnc_of th_e songs.
. This he1gh~en~~ bitterness that :1s more than en<;m~h for
is a~parent rn ~au_gh O1;1t me. You ,;nust be willing to i
Loud .' where C_r~y s victory t·n follow _The Ro_bert Cr~y Band
,love is hollow. Who wo~ld on a sl!ghtly d1tferent Journey
have gues~~d t-he ~rand _prize h_er~- ~nd admittedly l,ess opwould be !Ilme/ this lat~•~ the t~m1~t~c one- but _that s what
game/ this far down the line/ smgrn the blues 1s all about,
I can look back now at all the ain't.it?

·
··· ·
- --· ··kids the Beatles were bad bad ·. speu.
By Patrik Jonsson
They went for over an hour
Someone, this one girl, said ~ews, and to ~tay away frorr: that
n
a cl a half, not tiring. It was
.
to me the other day, "You know, . mfernal music.
tohearobscure tunes;
~nyone. could have enjoyed refreshing
I like UNH and everything, I
the show along.
ancl th at helped th
really like the trees, but some- this show. .
t imes there just doesn't seem ' There were five guys in the "Which one is is?" was con.:.
band, all wearing white pants tinuously asked, and tso on. They
-co be many things going on."
Truth is, I can rattle off on an? blue- or red-striped white ; played a rare ArmS rong tune,
Bustlin' For
my two hands S?, ma.ny,· things shirts. They ~~arted ou~ with a "HuStlin'
th ,in,d
to do that my fmgers cl start tune called You Dnve Me Baby"' at came over great.
t
bleeding. But it's true they're , Crazy", which set the tone for , · They playe~ a new John HuS on
was
which
Rag",
hard to find sometimes. An- '. the set. This music is the stuff/ tune, "Octopus
n bouncy a n cl full of
nouncements seem to sink into you hear at Mardi Gras, on old quick a cl th
at took th e sound
half-beats
the muddle of daily information, Louie Armstrong records. It's
h
and mental notes written to happy and smooth - quick furr er than many of the older
·
remember this show or that are melodies set to blues-like lyrics. songs.
A ncl all the time, .the players
Each instrument got its turn
easily forgotten.
and succeeded at it. Best
. ·I . Take, for example, the UNH to solo. Each was applauded soloed, th
,, . (continued from page 15) .
solos,
were
tromthe
First
turn.
their
after
the
and
Series,
Jazz
Traditional
that
tact
the
to
sound more li~e cries for _help i wants to wise-up
the trombone
th
ough e player looked as .if
than song lyncs·; but with a his band.is at a musical standstill show~The Bourbon Street Par- bone, then the clarinet, then the
aders-they put on last Monday banjo, then the tuba, and some- he ,was ab~ut to fall asleep. I
nam~ like Suicidal Tendencies, is up to him. In my opinion,
have a tromQone-playin'-g friend
ni_ght. I can't remember seeing times the drum.
th~t Just may be the case. O~e unless things change soon this
who'd have torn his hair out and
o
s·
,
fanJ·azz
a
I'm
th1·ng,
One
sa1'd
boss
the
But
.
not1·ces·
any
·11
1
·
d
f
d
.t
th ing We do learn from this s t ubborn att1 u e o ema wt
th
yelling
I can sit back and listen to the gotten up on e seat
go, sc;> I did.
album is Muir's general frame ensure that Suicidal Tendencies
th is guy's
over
More!
More!
:
can
good,
they're
if
and
solos,
these-alumon
there
sat
I
So
collective
their
beat
to
continues
Wake
Don't
I
"If
In
of mind.
player kept tqe
inum chairs they set up in the listen to these tunes all night . . solos. The banjo
Up," he sh~m~s, "Might _pot be · heads against the proverbial
th
Strafford room in the MUB, and Most of them have the same tight beat, e clarinetndcalled
smart, but tf ~ m stron~ I know brick wall again, and again and
th
around me professors and old sound, however - they'v<:: got . dogs from miles arouth ' e
for sure no one ever will prove _ again.
rough
way
his
oompaad
tuba
dixiebe
jazz pllrists stood around and · to or else it wouldn't
me wrong·." Whether lvJuir
guffawed like they do. There !and. !he _way to judge a group your chest.
-·
.
were maybe two, maybe three ts by 1ts tightness, but mostly th Now, seriously, where did
at girl get off saying there's
students there. The rest were by the worth of their solos. The
th ing to do around here? ·
no
ret
_
a
_
_
th
in
hot
were
p~raders
I
their
told
once
who
\ the peopl~
What was she thinking?
1
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Electronically Typed
$18.50 includes
Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes
- J

Michael J. Fox and Trac ·Pollan

25 copies * 25 envelopes * 25 atra sheets ol paper
10

the tale of a yuppie cocairte addict.
Bright Lights,. Big -Cit;-takes ' · ;- · ;~t:c1i.~i.~ .:ole by effectively
you down (or up, depending on portraymg a yo1;1ng man wh_o
how you see it) into the •~ desperately try1~g t? hold his
muddled, dellusionary life of life together,. while s1multane- ·
cocaine addiction. The perfor- ously ~unnelu~g vast amounts
mance of Micheal J. Fox as of cocame up h1_s nasa~ passage_s.
_Anxway, 'J?right_ Lights, B,g
Jamie, a sniffling yuppie cocaine
addict whose life _is in a rapid C~ty 1s playmg this Thursday
downward spiral, carries the mght at 7 and 9:30 p.m. court~~y
film beyond the "just say no"· of MUS~. And fo .. ~ne buck~ 1t s
1:reaching of similarly plotted worth !t to see lvuchael J. do
~omethmg ?the~ than be annoy· films such as Less Than Zero.
. Fox manages to depart from mgonF~mil!T1es.
his typecasted, obnoxious Alex.

More Than
Copies
• Floppy Disks .
• FAX Service
• Resumes
• Collating & Binding

.Changes, easily made with our One Year memory storage

Open Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30

Jenkins Court

!
.
~6~\~it·H
---------- ---------- ---------- ---~

Durha m Copy

L--------

STRAF FORD PLACE
STUDIO ROOMS FOR RENT
NEWLY RENOVATED AND FURNISHED
Call 868-2192 or 868-2065 for
information. Only a few rooms
left.

• Laser Typesetting
• Instant PaS5port Photos
• Stati_onery &
Office Supplies

kinko•s·

the copy center
10-14 Straffo~d Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824

51. Main- Street,. Durham

868-632 2
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(continued from page 3)

i~ killing two birds with one
stone, by enforcing privac·fand
morality.
According to Chesney, the
change in procedure at UNH
was to make things more legitimite because the previous-rule
by Mike Peters .
had not been enforced in the
residential halls.
·
"The approach of my staff has
always been to consider the
rights of the 'complaining student," said Chesney.
Residential Life does not see
· overnight guests as an issue
concerning mq_rality~ but one
..!
a.e>
about privacy, and when ·this
has been violated action will be
taken against the student responsible, said Chesney.
Chesney ·said he realizes that
some freshmen may be intimidated to .approach their room©
mates about an unwanteq guest.
_ "It is an intimidating thing
a.t any ag7 to invite conflict, said
Chesney. "It do,e sn't go awaf
. I am .confronted with decisions
about whether I should confront ,·
I f!ffLJ€Vti fl
my next door neighbors."
1?€VOU/T10Nllf<Y N€W
Chesney said he does not
UN!lel<Al?M .
expect .in any way for students
. f?e'(}f?tJRIINT CAN
to take care_of these problems,..
IJ(!; JJ~K!Vlfl? FKOM
me €NZYM€5 Of
without the help of his staff.
F€t.!N€-5tJ/lflfT.
"If anything there has ·been
increased attention for RA's and
\
hall directors to be aware of
what the people on their floor
need, than there had been in the
past," said Chesney.
According to Mary Faucher,
residential life education program coordinator, RA's have
been instructed to periodically
check in on freshmen and ask
them "how things are going."
A few parents were upset that
can learn something by being
(continued ftom page 8)
here (atthe Center) and can
this burden of responsibility has
her thesis with four-year olds contribute just as well,'J: sai d been put on the _students, s.~id
and th~ u,se of computers. She Kalinowski.
Faucher.
,
is interested in finding out · Kalinowski said he would like
''They wonder why their son
whether college students be- · to relate ~he misu{lderstood 'Or daughter should be expected
· come more or less anxious about phenomenal potential of a child to rat on· their roommate," said'
· 'learning to use a computer 'if to those who are not aware of Faucher. "It won't be that way
they are taught by a four-year a child's abilities.
at all."
~
old child.
"We -should be able to show
Lisa Miller, C(?ngr:eve hall
In addition to the-fa-ct that how much children can do _di!ector, stressed that the "fin~l
B~eakfast
this new' program is "exciting naturally ... and let them have law" was in the hands of the .
for young children~.. people in- . personal experiences so they roommate without the guest
Apple qr Blueberry Pancakes served w/ sausage pattie,
'" · terested in music, art, foreign can develop in ways people
· "It is the host's responsibilty
coffee or tea.
'
·
l_anguage, and even engineertng
neverthoughtofbefore."
that everyone in the room is
·$2~95
with the situation,"
1 ---~....;...---:--~-:----===~..:.:.:.:....:..:.......:._..:..:...._ _ _ _....:.....--,;;.:;.·- satisfied
said Miller. "The rule is fine only
if everyone thinks it is ·fine;
'Lunch
·Miller said she has not dealt
Pastrami de/ight, served· on Pumpernickel
with any problems so far this ·
w / ~Russian Dressing & Swiss Cheese.-,
· semester.
Served w_/ cup of soup or french fries.
Chesney said he is confident
· about the policy, and the ma$3.00
turity lev~l of students who must
adhere to this policy. ,
"If students treat one another
Dinner
with respect, than there really
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich served w/ tossed
shouldn't be any_problems," said
salad, mashed potato, and a roll.
Chesney . .
· However, Isralowitz said he
$3.55
feels that this parietal issue will
continue to greatly upset Boston
48 ·Main St., Durham, NH
University. _
-.
-"If one thing is going to unite
this student~body," said-Isralowitz, "this is it."
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· (Formerly Fit To A Tee)
custom imprinted t-sliiits

Let us outfit your

.·i~

tea■,

organization, frat or sorority!
155 Portland Ave.
Dover-749-6465
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·CLASSIFIED
4 Bedroom house in Somersworth on bus
route - Must be seen - Spotless, newly
remodeled, fully applianced, washeT &
dryer, carpeting, . partially furnished.
$950.00 lease & security. No pets. 6923031.

For Sale- 1982 Chevy Chevette, white with
black stripes. Runs great! Must sell. Best
offer takes it. Call today- 659-2396.
1982 Dodge Challenger- Great condition.
Only 60k. Sunroof, Alpine stereo, 5 speed.
Red and black. Must see. 431,-8527 or 436·
1631 . $2000 or b.o.
Pioneer AM/FM casette car radio . Only
$30. 659~8362. Michael.
1976 Ford Wagon~ New engine, runs great.
Many new parts, good tires. Needs some
· bodywork and mufflerwork. Dependable
and cheap. Only $600. 679-8362. Michael.
Lotus 12 speed· Racing Bike- Schimano
601 Series. 8 morit.h~ old. $50 Cateye
speedometer ..Paid $600 asking $400. 4318527 or 436-1631. ·
· Motorcycle- 1986 Honda 450 Rebel. Black,
1600 miles. Like new. Two helmets. $1,599.
Call Keith at 433-3286.
Mountain Bike- Cyclepro Carlsbad. Almost ·
new-perfect condition. 19" frame (fits riders
· 5"5-5'11) $200, 431-8577 eves.
Montgomery. Ward refrigerator /freezer
combination. 18.6 cu. ft., automatic, frost less. White. Excellent condition.$100 8686307.
1984 Ford Bronco 2, 4x4. Good condition,
best offer. Call 659-7135.
Two long wooden rollup shades for porch.
Keep out hot,afternoon sun. Seven a.rid
nine feet wide $25 each._868-2296.
1981 VW Rabbit- Great condition! 91,000
miles, 5 speed, 4 door, Pioneer speakers,
JVC casette deck. Mine for past 4 years,
only one other owner prior. $14,000. Call
629-3635. Good investment! Reliable car!
Are you Sports minded? Want to substitute
on occasion right her in town for High
School Physical Education Classes? Call
Pat' for more information. Week ,nights
between 8-9:30.

Work study people needed for Portsmouth
Indoor Pool. Lifeguard: Attending swimmers
and watching front desk. Advanced Lifesaving required, WSI preferred. $5.00 per
hour - contact Lorelei Gilman at 4.31-2000
ext 278.

To the Zeta Pl~dge Class of Alpha Phi. Get
psyched! We are!! Love, the sisters

Work study people needed for Portsmouth
Recreation Department. R'ecreation Aide:
working with teens and watching front desk.
$5.00 per hour - contact Rus Wilson 431. 2000 ext. 264. -

, Graphics·-- hang in there: we' re getting
better!! It's going to be a gr,eatyear! Thanks
for all the hard work!

Congratulations to the new pledges of
Alpha Chi Omega! We are excited to have
you here! Get psyched for a fantastic fall.
Love the sisters of Alpha Chi Omeg1,1.

RUSH!!!!! DELTA THETA CHI and become
part of a great organization: First rush WED.
SEPT. 28.

HOUSEMATE WANTED: Lee, NH. Mature,
reasonably quiet person to share space
with three other adults (one graduate
student plus-a working couple), in our 1790
colonia_l home. Private 12 x 14 ·bedroom.
Full kitchen priviledges. Country setting
on 17 acrea. 9 miles to campus. NO
SMOKERS. $250/month. Ca11 Bonnie at:
659-5595 (days), 659-8028 (evenings)

Seniors--Don't miss Senior night tonight
at Nick's from 8-lO.
Wendy--Happy 21st! Hope you don't have
too bad a hangover today. Remember, life
goes downhill from now Qn. So don't vote
Republican--Your nosy neighbors. ·
Where's the remote control?

Help wanted: Part~time filers, flexible hours.
_Contact: .Pauline at Craig Supply Co., Inc.,
99 Madbt:Jry Rd, Durham, NH 03824
(603)868-5558

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TAM AND CHERI!! Be
Good!! And don't forget TP on 'sunday!!
Come and find out about DELTA THETA
CHI. First rush is WED. SEPT. 28. .

WANTED!!! Students and Clt:Jbs to join the
"'88-'89 Student Travel Services' Sales
Team. Earn CASH and/or FREE Winter
anp Spring Break vacations. Travel with
the best to our exciting ·ski and sun
destinations. For more information ·call 1800-648-4849.

Keep fl)Osted on t-his person"al page for
important rush information and other
subliminal (Sigma Phi Epsilon) messages
.Penthous·e-soc,cer-wornen-- lets take it
to th·e;top!
SENIORS!!! Don't miss an qpportunity fo
party with the class of '89. Senior night
at Nick's from 8-1 0pm BE Tt-JERE TONIGHT.

Educational Talent Search, an on-campus
program helpig disadvantaged ·students
with college plans, has an academic
WORK-STUDY position open . Responsibilities include: telephoning, !etter writing
and general -office help. Felxible hours .
$4.50/hour. Contact Carolyn Julian at 8621562.
.
Office Workers Needed: Four College Work
Study positions available at the Social
Se:c urity Office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays
$6.00 per hour. Call 433-0716 and ask for
Mr. White.

Workstudy students needed at Portsmouth
recreation Deparlment _call 431-2000 ext
265 ask Barry Foley
WANTED - TOUR REPRESENTATIVE :
Established Tour Operator seeks local Rep
to help promote and sell Spring Break Trips
to Cancun, Acapulco and Bahamas. Must
be agg ressive, personable and work 7 10 hours a week . Earn $3,000 plus on
average plus Free Trip! Call (800)225-3058.

Whoda hell is Jay Gould?

Mature disabled person in search of
personal care attendant. Pay is $6.00/hour.
Hours fle.xible. Accessible to on student
campus. For more info, call Greg at 1986.

_Welcome new pledges to ·A lpha Chi
Omega! We are excited to have you here..
Get psyched fo r a .fantastic fall. Love the
Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
The Wildcatessen ... a touch of campus
class.

HEY SDSU MATT Happy 21st Birthday.
Have a great time!!! Love, all your exchange
buddies.
ELVIS HAD A STINKY BUTT.
Most often I sleep. So far up the beach that
those wl:lo try to reach ·are burnt in the
searing heat of the desert of my dispassion.
So says the GHP.
Hi Lance! Remember me? Don't forget
someone's always watching ..and it's going
to be a great year! (Ha!)
TheWildcatessen ... open til Midnight!!
STUD~NT COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS - Meets Thursdays, 7:00-9:00pm in
Ham Smith Rm 126. COME MAKE A
, _DIFFERENCE.
-

'i

Ciree11•g1, earl I
• o• ha11e
op~d-a newspaper t. al is the sole
prop erly of Jay Kumar, aka The
T,an God. If you know what is good
for you, y ou will close this paper and
· forget you ever saw it. If you don, 't,
you will mos f likely be driven ·
completely and ut terly insane. by
the fwisted contents ·of said newspaper. So take the hint, and begonei

NOW OPEN- Lost Chord Records. All your
Rock and Roll needs . 491 Central Ave.
Dover NH

1982 D~ TSUN TRUCK-_Heavy ,duty long
bed with cap, am/f.m stereo casette. Low
milage. $1600 .. 659-2596 after 5 p.m.

Writing coach? Hah! You can't even spell
"bureaucracy" right.
·

The WHdcatess.en ...soothing atmospherefresh flowers

ATTENTION- FACULTY, STUDENTS,
AND CONSULTANTS!!!!- Word Process.ing/Typing Service- Resumes, Manuscripts, Theses, Correspondence, Mailing
Lists. Professional quality. IBM/Diablo
equipment. Over ,nine yea-rs experience.
Ca.II_ Victoria Benn, 9:00-5:00 p,m., Monday
-Saturday, 749-1365.

N_UDE volleyball ... well actually hot dogs
and volleyball at Sig Ep's last rush.
Thursday 5-7 p.m.

Helper for disabled person. $6.00/hour,
no experience 111 eeded. Easy work. Great
boss. Call Dan at 692-4764.

1

-

Feeling Cramped- need more room in your
dorm? We have Student Rates for Storage
of your personal belongings. Call 332-42J4
during day or 868-2779 after 6:00 p.m~

1987 Scooter- Yamaha, black, ~lectric start.
Great cond'it-iori. Asking $550. Call Polly
772-4232. Can be seen in Durham.

Pops--How are those high school freshmen
tre at in_g you? I'm s-ure your nauseating
. l~ctures are ch.ock full of fatherly advice,
_
b ut boring as hell. But at least your green .
hair manages to keep the students awake.
Hope your career1as the Clown Prince of
Crime is going well.

· The sisters~m Uettci Leta welcome our riew
pledges, get psyched for an awesome
semester-we are, Love, the Sisters of DZ.

TYPING?WORD PROCESSING- Professional quality. Spelling accuracy guaranteed. SAVE yourself time & money by calling
NOW. Dover, 742-2037

SIGMA PHI E;:PSILON - only one OJ.)en rush
left. Thursday 5a7 p.m.
~

Work Study Help Needed. Students needed ·
to _help with the analysis of snow and ice
· samples-from Greenland and Antarctica .
_Good pay - flexible h·ou·rs. No experience
needed. Contact Dr. M.S. Spencer, x3l57,
Rm 343 ·sERB.

habitat
.• _.-for people moving in and ··up ·

50 Daniel Street • Portsmouth, NH.03801

433-5353

MUSIC ~ESSONS- recorder, voice, piano,
violin, lute. Private lessons and ensembles
in Medieval, Baroque, Classical and dance
music for all levels and ages. Explore
souAds in Durham with Persis Ensor-6592721
Want more space i~ your dorm?- Store you~
personal belongings at Special Student
· Rates. Call 868:2779_

Elvis lives in Durham! It's true. He faked
RIDE NEEDED TO BURLINGTON, VT!!!
his death, lost 200 pounds, and for the last · Any weekend!! Will share ~xpenses. can
Brenda - 868-J87~.
·
·
11 years has been sleeping on the lawn
of Morrill Hall. If you don't believe it, just
asR him.

WANTED: HELPER FOR DISABLED PERSON. $6/hr. NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED.
EASY WORK. GREAT BOSS. GALL DAN
at 692-47.64.

J

Macs, Macs, and More Macs- If you're
looking to sell your Macintosh or you need
to buy one, look no larther. DeskTop
Performance buys and sells used Macs,
hard disks, n:iemory upgrades and peripherals. DeskTop Performance guarantees
competitive prices and quality service. Call
617-247-2470
.

ATTENTION STUDENTS- NEED FURNITUHE??-Want something that will last
1-ongr than 1 semester??? FEATURING
hardwood: bureaus, desks, beds, tables,
upholstered' chairs, accent tables, etc. Over
' 1000 ,tern~ in stock. A great place to bring
your parents when they visiL 85 Albany
_
St., Portsmouth nea Dwrham Bank on
. Islington St. Open Monday-Saturday 1 0- .
5 or by appt.436-12'86. ·

Booga booga!

-

R ohsR emem ber what you used to do _
fo r f un . befo re yo u ·we re old
· enough to get into bars?
· . H appy21'St
love Lis & a few meerkats

Typing/Word Processing- Term Papers,
reports, Theses etc. All work guaranteed,
prompt service. 749-2968.

HORSES BOARDE.D- box stalls, riding
ring, trails near by. Twice daily cleaning
and feedj-ng . Turn out available upon
request. $160 per month. Harness and
Sadie training also available. Sunswept
Stables. 7 43-3632 or 7 42-6533. ,
TAE KWON-DO- Korean Art of selfd'efense. Classes in 'durham at Oyster River
Elem. School. Mon.-Wed. 6-7 p.m. Contact
Matt Randall at 743-3215. ··

a

Looking for way to get i.nvol.ved in the
fall congressional, gubernatorial, and
presidential races? Come by room 140
of Hamilton SmHh Thursday nights at.7 .
for or,ie of the DEMOCRATIC STUDENT
ORGANIZATION'S weekly meetings.
PIANO, ORGAN & KEYBOARD LESSONS- E;xperienced teacher with Music .
BA from UNH, TamarnJ. Rozek. 749-2971.
French Mini-Course- Mond8y and Wednesday 6:30-7:3Q. 6 weeks. Casual! $20.
STUDENT COALITIDN FOR -THE HOMELESS - Meets Thursdays, 7:00-9i 00p;;
in Ham Smith Rm 126. COME MAKE A
DIFFERENCE.,
.
.
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Exciting and important · in'formationsession: Thur_sday, September 22 .
3-4 p.m. McConnell Hall
Room 101
Contact: Joann Kelly
; McConnell Hall, Rm. 120
phone: 862-3385
THE WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP:
· ·¥DON'T GRADUATE WITHOUT IT!
i(.

Doyoubave the right stuff?
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
.Marine aviator. Hyou're a college freshman,
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for our
undergraduate Officer Commissioning Program and be guaranteed llight school after graduation. All training is conducted during the sum-

~er. There arc no on-campus drills. Plus, you
receive $100 a month during the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduarion.
This is an excellent opportunity to prove

yourseH amongst the best and start off making
from $17,000 to $23,000 a
year. See if you measure up.
~
-...---l
Check out the•Marine Corps HJ"...1:. . .a-.. ~,...._
Officer Commissioning
Programs.
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Soccer· squad
tripped uP , 5-2
/

By John Dubois

'The UNH men's soccer team the game at 7 l:OO.
extended their losing streak to
UNH scored their final goal
three games on Saturday w.ith of the game at 74,:10 and Prov-.
, a 5-2 loss to Providence.
idence answered with one of
UNH got behirid early .and their own when Peter Russell
stayed there the whole way. scored with about ten minutes
Providence got their first goal left in the game to lock up the
at 14:18 when Dwaine Shanley . win for the Fryars.
booted it past UNH goalie Eric
Stinson. Pat Kocourek added
Coach Garber felt that the
another goal at 49:45 into the 'Cats were never out of the
game to put the Fryars up by game. He beli~ved that Doug
two.
·
· Stang not being there really
· showed and he said, "They could
Joe Almasi an got UNH on :, have used his quickness to move
· the board at 53:0'5 _to give the , the ball up." Doug Stang was:
'Cats their first goal since not able to make the trip due
opening day. · .. __
to ,a death in the family. Coach
Garber went on to say that the
Providence came back with
· "whole team's timing ~as off."
two goals to increase their -lead
to 4-1 : The Providence g'oals
Next week the 'Cats travel.
were scored by Chris Gvay and I to Keene to face the #1 team in
Wo_es contin~efor the men's s~ccer team as they were upended by Providefice for ~heir third
Dwaine Shanley. Shanley division II, the Keene State·
~onsecutive defeat. (Eric Stites photo) . · ·
·.
··· · · ·
· · - ·
chalked up his second goal of _.9'¥1~

Sticking ,with the · Red Sox
Pennant race brings refJections
The same can be said of the
It is a fien:e loyalty, this Red Sox legions. Through the
Also, unlike some other
allegiance I have with the Red years, the, Red· Sox have had teams, the Red Sox play in a real
Sox.
good pitching years and good · ballpark. How can ·a team agree .
There · is no room i'n this power years, never being quite to play in a place like the
commitment for "bandwagon" able to blend the two together Metro<;i()me? Any park where
.fans, those people who can be for a prolonged period of time. the oleachers resemble·, somecalled paying customers and not · In 1977 and 1978, the home run thing that us normal folks line
fans-the ones who invade the was their savior, but look where our trash cans w·ir&-~can turn
nearest sporting goods store it got them. Nowhere.
even the average fan -off. Fenway
when their team goes up by 10
Luis Tiant "r11nning" the Park, Wrigley Field, }'iger Stain late September to buy hats bases -in the '7 5-series after dium, and Comiskey' Park are
a:a-d shirts. Where were they getting a hit, Dave Henderson's the only stadiums that have been
when the snow was coming two-out, ninth -innin.g dinger standing since .W orld War land
down in April? These "fans" - in the 1986 Championship _ they offer something that not
can also be seen heading for .the Series, Cqrlton Fisk's body mo ~ many stadiums can offer aisles when their team is down tions in Game 6 of '75, and-the closeness to the players. When
by two runs in the last of the non-interference ca/I by umpire a fan can read the signature on
seventh. They're the ones who Larry Barnett in Game 2. Bar- a player's Louisville Slugger,
flicked the TV set off before nett gets heckled each time he or swap jokes with a reliever
Doug Flu tie orchestrated his takes the field. in Fenway. Sox . in the bullpen, that's the way ·
miracle the day after Thanks- fans don't forgive and forget baseball was meant to be. No
giving 1985 in Miami. No faith. · too easily. Just ask Bill Buckner. turf, just dirt and grass. No
What's so great about dyn- modern-day, architectural blundNo fans.
It is now September of 1988 - as ties? Sure, the Celtics are a ers with escalators, just old brick
·and for the tenth time ·since dynasty and will go down as one buildings with rickety stairs.
1972, the Sox are involved in in the annals of NBA \_1.istory.
The Red Sox' aforementioned
a 1pennant race. Ten times, two But being the devout Celtics fan knack for folding has made us
Wo,rld Series appearances, and that I am, I must admit• that all smarter., S.ix games up in
two four ga~es to three losses winning did get a little boring September doesn't mean a -are all they have to show for it. there for awhile. I wasn't priv- thing. Magic numbers, which
Frrd Lynn, Bernie Carbo, ileged to see Russell, Cousy, or sportscasters foolishly began
Diego Segui, Denny Do;t/e, Sam Heinsohn play. The farthest I flashing when the· Red Sox
Bowen, Garry Hancock, Gary can go back to are the days of gained the top spot on Sep .. .
4.llenson, Sam Horn,-Luis Tiant. Dave Cowens, JoJo White, and tember 5, a.re as unwelcome
: Everywhere I go, I am con- Paul Silas. However, dynasties around Fenway as Bucky Dent
, stantly reminded of the Red Sox' caii be harmful.
or the wave.
.
· amazing consistency over the.
No sport sh'o uld ever reach ·
·
h k"
d
h
This year, the un<lerto.ries
years rn c o mg own t e the point of being boring. look have,been a bit different. A 6stretch. l'hey blew seemingly at the New York Yankees. The 7 West Coast/ Baltimore road
insurmountable leads in 1972, · fact that they won so many
1974, anq 1978 to name a few . . World Championships in the trip that results in a gain of four
People_say; 'How can you keep 1950's, '60's, and '70's works . games is unheard o{. A homefollowing a loser?'
to their disadvantage. New
winning streak that had people
on the edges of their seats and
.
pr
a
etter
pers
pecttve
on
Yorkers
expect
so
much
from
·F
b
three of four taken from the
.
,
t h is strange
loyalty,
Cubs ·fans their team that they place vaunted Yan_kees in late ·Sep"d
f
provt e a per ect companson. enormous pressure on them
b
Chicagoans love .t heir Cubbies each year. This has brought us tern er? Things are looking
and the aura surrounding Wri- - to. the Steinbrenner Goes To· good..
gley Field. It doesn't matter to . Hollywood Stage. I'll take a
Ellis Burks, Bruce Hurst,
them that the Cubs haven'theen'. balklub with some character Todd Benzinger, Mike Bodin a Wocld Series since Wood,:- over a balklub whose team- dickf!.r, Jody Reed, Kevin Romrow Wilson was in office and mates and managers lead the ine, Larry Parrish1 Mike Greenthe Model A was ih vogue. All league in intrasquad boxing. ·
well. ·
they want to see is a respectable
Life is good when the Red Sox
showing with -some sound, funDick ,Drago, Reggie Cievedamenta-1 baseball mixed in.
· tand, Julio Valdez, Jack Broh- are in a pennant race.
Life is bad when the Red ·sox
Dick Pole, Luis Aparicio, R_ick amer, Ciel! Laverne Hobso'n,
.
Burleson, Bob Heise, George Bob Montgomery, Rick Wise, are in a pennant race.
Scott, Reggie Smith, Jim Burto.n, Calvin Schiraldi, Tommy
Just the way ~ like it.
Roger Lafrancois, Marc Sulli- Helms.
van.
· By Rick Kampersal

;The women' tennis team p~mmelled the Maine Black Bears
on Friday, sweeping every match. (Marcy Myler photo}
-

Tennis Sweeps
· everyone works really h?r~. '' .
· By Naomi Elvove
For their second win of the
Their hard work is apparently
season, the UNH Women's
payi~g
off. C~ach McCurdy had
Tennis team overpowered the
University of Maine 9-0 on b,een, working e.s pecially on
do,µ bles techniques, what he
Friday afternoon.
Every one of the 'Cats wan refers to as, "real doubles.'' All
in s.traight sets, with an espe- of the doubles teams: Deb
cially strong performance by Rinaldi/ freshman Monica
number one singles player Deb Brent, sophomores Kara
Rinaldi 6-1, 6-1. In the second McKenna/ Sara Tonna, and
singles Liz Lerner won 6-0; 6- junior Liz Lerner/ freshrh.an
0 followed by Kara Mckenna 6- Jaymie Hyde showed energy and
0 ,_6-3, Stacey Murgo 6-1, 6-3, power with their aggressive
· Tori Wincup 6-4, 6-1 and Sarah playing. Coach McCurdy said,
"T_hey're showjng a lot of poTonna 6-1, 6-2.
tential, but we still have a ways
Allof the players and Coach togo." - ·
Russ McCurdy are enthusiastic
The team is looking forward
about the team this year~ ~enior
Captain Deb Rinaldi said, "Of to a toµgh sea~on, with some
,all my years on the team, this important matches against Bowis the best." She added, "Eve- doin and Harvard coming up
ryone wants .to·be out there and this week.

----•; -F OOTBALL '

(continued from page 24)

· on 26 carries , his 11th career - game going~" Coach Jaqcson also
100 yard game, and also scored went on to say, "They were very
balanced and we weren't."
two touchdowns.
UConn Coach Tom Jackson . .Next week Coach Bowes will
had this to say about the game, take the' 'Cats up to Maine and
"W·e became one dimensional try and pick up his third y.,in of
and we could not g~t the running _the season and stay undefeated
in the Yankee Conference.
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Jean: Conti nued succe ss
down the field, on their first were giving up a lot of zones,
-possession, conn~cting on five the weak side flat was open all
of ~even passes for 72 yards qay. They didn't want us to beat
including a 10 yard touchdown them deep so we kept picking .
. pass to Chriss Braune. "In the away short," he continued.
first series, we ran the same play
Jean picked away for 31 comthree times in a row, to different pletions in 46 attempts for 261
receivers," Jean commented.
yards and one T.D. for the game.
· Jean has developed into a He utilized eight different remature quarterback over his ceivers, and scored another
four year stint with the Wild- touc~down by ~oot.
·
cats, during which time he has
· What does Jean have to say
rewritten the record books. He
. owns the top ·eight passing about Saturday's success in the
. records for UNH, and is cur- pocket? "The offensive line gave
rently fourth on the ~11-:time me time, they did their job, I
Even with UConn's potent Yankee Conference passing list, can't praise them enough."
· defense, which held Richmond with his final season left to pad
Jean wiHbe leadirigliis teamto 12 points last week, concen- hi~ stats.
mates to UMaine .on Saturday
trating on the passing game of
'"I saw the defense real we-11 . to try to run their early '88
. UNH the Huskies were still
and I made a lot of proper record to an impressive 3-0.
today,
unable to stop them. Jean .
Jean rem'a rked. "They
reads,"
straight
offense
his
arched
m
_
UNH quarterback Bob Jean con!inues to shine during his final
By Kevin Connelly
UConn took the field on
Saturday at Cowell Stadium for
their first defensive series,
expecting either a powerful
running game by UNH or ·a
finesse passing game led by
.
· quarterback Bob Jean.
"We were expecting them to
throw the ball, we didn't want
to get beat deep with the big
play," UConn coach Tom Jackson answered after his disappointing 27-20 loss · to the
Wildcats.

i

year as the Wildcats' sia;nal caller <Ron it I amne photo}

Field Hock ey stun1 hles
N oith Carolina tears Wildcats, 4-0
By J. Russell Pabst
The UNH field hockey team .
·suffered a tough defeat at the
bands of the highly ranked ·
U niver~ity of North Carolina
Saturday, losing 4-0 to the
Tarheels at Northeastern University.
"They were a strong team," .
said head coach Lauren Fuchs.
. "They press'ured us a lot defensively.".

. North °Carolina's· Lesilee Lyness netted the first goal at 7 :27
of the first half giving UNC a
1-0 lead which remained into
half time. Meanwhile the Wildcats couldonly muster two shots
, on the UNC goaltender in the
half.
· The -second half belonged
solely to North Carolina. Lyness
scored her second goal of the
game early on in the half to add
. to the U~C lead,

"Thei£ quick goal in the resembled last ye~rs team that
second half really hurt us," came to Durham and beat the
explained Fuchs. "They played Wildcats 4-1, and eventually
tenative in the first haJf but that finished second in the NCAA
goal 9,ave them .mote confi- championships.
dence.
"They weren't any better than
Things only got worse for
UNH (2-1). North Carolina's they were last year, but we were
Laurel Hershey made it 3-0 with _ more experienced. We lost
a goal off a corner shot at 12:41 · seven seniors since then, well
~said.
and then Kathy Stacey netted bounce back," fud1_
another corner just over a
The Wildcats will try to get
'minute later to post the final
back · on the -winning traqk
.- - · -- - score, 4-0.
Thursday 1 :00 pm when they
A major reason for the early face Northeastern University
success of the Wildcats has been at B?~ton College.
their ability to put a lot of shots
on their opponent's goal. Sat- · "They (Northeastern) are a
urday, however UNH managed fairly strong team," Fuc4s said,.
_ only five shots on the North "We want to get out and make-.
our own breaks ... and let them ·
Carolina goalie.
worry about us."
-· The men's cross country team ran out of steam in._Friday's home
Fuchs commented: ·~we had
··
. some chances, but we couldn't , . The Wildc~ts return home opener'. (Dan MacDonald photo) and · play their home opener ·
sustain an attack."
According to Fuchs, the TuesdaySeptember2 7thagainst
North Carolina squad cl~sel_y _ Brown U,niversity.

Me· n · runne rs
place fourth

24:34 and Northeastern's Brian .
By J. Doneski
at 24:36.
Schlapak
The UNH Men's Cross-;
The first Wildcat runner to
Country team had their season
home opener on Friday against cross the line was Randy Hall
Providence College, Northeast- who came in seventh at 24:59.
ern, and UConn and unfortu- When asked about his finish he
nately the familiar grounds were stated, "What you , have to
not enough to provde· the win- ·. r_e member is that our most
. ning edge: The 'Cats finished important.races are six weeks
.· away and we're only going _to
out of the four ~.re·ams
· fourth
'
.
get better." Rounding out ,the
' running.
This was the Wildcat's chance .Wildcat,. top. five .were . Mike
to test themsd~es ~g~ins~t so~e -Can.nuscio (20), Jim Gebhardt
of the best sch9ols in the country . (23 ), Ryan Landvoy (25 ), and
The fans at Saturd~y's -f ~otball game were not disappointed as UNH hung on to knock ~££ and although it resulted in a Dan Beauley (27).
·
Coach Boulanger was happy
UConn. (Ronit Larone photo)
team losing effort, UNH
the results. It should be
with
showed continued improvement. . Providence College noted that all of UNH's oppo:.
dominated the race with 24, • nents this week have scholarUConn was second wi_th 55, . ship programs whereas UNH
Northeastern was close behind . does not. Coach Boulanger be· By David Aponovich
against the Black Bears. Tim
The 'Cats sealed the victory with 64, and UNH finished with lieves that in the weeks to come
,. Aft~r dropping its opening Porter wasted little.time defeat- in the first match of doubles .
when the races really start to
match of the season to Massa- ing Mark Walsh, 6-0, 6-3, and play, when Porter and Carlisle 98.
count, his team is going to really
for
together
stayed
pack
The
chusetts on Wednesday, the· Porter's teammates quickly, fol- · teamed up to defeat Walsh and
five mile race but start-to perform exceptionally.
UNH men's tennis team re- lowed with three more consec- Bell in three sets, 6-2, 4-6, 6- much of the
saw the better Boulanger regards· this year's
miles
two
last
the
turned to the courts Friday and utive singles victories. Peter
'
2.
away. At team very highly in that he has
break
runners start to
defeated Maine, 5-4, to even its (::arlisle downed Ray Wright,
The 'Cats are now off until the finish it was David Burke never had eight runners on one
record at 1-1.
· 7-5, 7-5, Kevin Carlson beat; September 23 and 24, when they
College taking team u_n der 26:30. "This may
The Wildcats got off to an Scott Bell, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4, and Rick .· will travel to the ECAC Cham- . from Providence
the victory with a time of 24:30. · be the best team l"v~ ever had." ·
outstanding start by taking the Cabral did the same to Scott · pionships at Albany State.
The Wildcats have their next
closely behind Burke
Following·
first four singles matches Stevens, 7-6, 6-2.
against Rhode Island, at
meet
·
were UConn's Andrew Ba]J at
-home,in a dual meet <?nFriday.

:'J

Men boun ce over Main e

.,.,.
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Sports
Ne w Ha mp sh ire at ta ck to pp les Hu sk ies
more possessions ,and went into
By John Dubois
__ ,rJQ.i,lti.ttle. between-two of the- halftime 11ith the score 13-6 in
better offense s in the Yankee favor of UNH.
· The first points, in the third
Confere nce at Cowell Stadium
this Saturday, UNH quarterb ack quarter belonge d to the Huskies
Bob Jean led the 'Cats to a 27- · at the 4: 12 mark when UConn
20 win over the UConn Huskies. QB Degenn aro tossed a 10 yard
While the Wildca t offense scoring pass to Glenn Antrum .
was strong, it took a fine def- UNH came back six minute s
_ensive perform ance to hold later to recaptur e their lead on
done th~ victory. UNH forced a one yard· run by Norm Ford.
an intercep tion late in the fourth At the end of three quarters of
quarter to stifle one UConn play UNH led by a score of20drive and ·held tough to stop the 13.
Four minutes into the fourth
Huskies on their last possessi on
quarter Ford put the 'Cats up
of the game.
The 'Cats were very impres- by two touchdo wns when he
sive on the first possess ion of capped off a eight play, 55 yard
the game. After 11 plays and drive with another one yard
66 yardsJe an hit Chris Braune . blast into the end zone.
with a ten yard scoring strike i • A minute and a half iater the
to put the 'Cats up by a score Huskies made it 27-20 with a
of 6-0 at 4:34 of the first quarter. 4 yard run by Degenn aro. But
The point after try was missed ,:he Huskies could not capitilize
, on their last possess ion of the
by kicker Shawn Lane.
On UCo~n· s first possessi on game. With 54 seconds left the
the· big 'Cats defense shut the UNH seconda ry spoiled a 4th
Huskies down, arid it was three down attemp t by Degenn aro
plays and a punt for UConn. · and UNH took over on downs.
. When the 'Cats c~e back O__!!C UNH QB Bob Jean sat on the · ••·
on. offense-the ~OConn· defense ball three plays in a row and the
returne d the favor, forcing 'Cats walked off of the field 20 on _the year, and more impor ,
UNH to punt.
tantly, undefea ted in the Yankee
luck
UConn had a little better
ce.
Conferen
3
After
ion.
possess
this
on
After the game UNH Coach
ru.nning plays to ~ri~g the
defense up, Matt Defenna ro hit Bill Bowes was very pleased .Norm Ford ran over the defensi ve line of Connec ticut, while posting his 11th c .
100
wide receiver Mick Adams for wit~ the game. He said, "It was
areer
(Ronit Larone photo}
victory.
;'s
Saturdax
in
,
Wildcat
a
as
game
yard
don't
you
becaus~
·a 47 yard touchdo wn pass play a big game
,.. --- -- - -- · -- ---· to tie it at six. UConn kicker ,R ob want to lose your ftrst confer-

M1r':!,":~~f:miii.:~. b~h1!d~'i~eb:i;h!b~ f:~,ry~!! Vi cto ry rig ht on

1

· rs e
CO. u

1
.
.
.
that the
thought
Bowes
.
ed on their own 28 and after 13 . Coach
.
,
.
y
Connell
Kevi~
e and he / By
everyth ing went. The course ·
as
plays and a 2 yard run by Jean, .. game was very offensiv
honored
was
Dean
Kevin
tougher then last year,
the'Cats wereon toponce again, said "our offense kept their
The UNH men's golf team the medalis t winner for -the'. , played
offense off the field."
13-6.
their rougps grow more,
let
th
they
,:
~ourney
the
th
in
..
score
UNH Quarter back Bob Jean securednd eirthtitle defe~se ~s , low~s t
The 'Cats and the Huskie s
greens were difficult."
the
and
ball
the
hit
Dean
151.
a
postmg
l~viBowdom
e
at
·
traded possess ions and punts and running back Norm Ford we~ke
.
ent,"
tounam
whole_
1
tournan:ien.t defeatm g . well the
on the next 2 series and the both had a very good game.Je an· tattonal
returned to match
squad
The
.
·
Sc~>tt
Art
pra1s~d:
Pope
coach
.
mvited.
teams
teams settled into a constan t . was 30 of 41 passing with one , all twelve
ay at 1 :00 at the
UNH quartet hand 1!Y _and, Pat ~zturm _fm1shed w~th \r play yesterd
rhythm until the 'Cats defense touchdo wn running and one . The th dozen t~ams rn- 158 s, while.A usnn Eaton tallied ' Portsmo uth Country Club. They
e
toI?ped
will be traveling to Colgate this
came up once again and stopped passing. Ford gained 112 yards
.
·
· - action at the match, wi th a 62 9 a 162.
·----·
-_ UConn on a 4th and 4 to go on
Pope wafs hhappy with ., the weekend for the North Atlantic
h~ads rUunNneHr I
1-FO. OTBA LL _p.22 - . total3, hile Bkowdboin
the UNH eight yard line.
e o t e tournam ent , Conference Tournam ent.
outcom
,
stro es e m ..
. up,
The two teams traded three --. adding,_ "I was pleased with how , with a 665.
1

6

1

•

W om en 's so cc er
cr us he s St . A 's
By Rob Heenan
The national ly ranked UNH
Women 's Soccer team upped its.
record to 2-1 this weekend with
a 4-0 shutout of St. Anselm s.
It was the team's second shutout
of the season as they protecte d
their spot ~s the number 20
team in the nation.
Wendy Young opened ,the
scoring in the first half off a
corner kick by Mary Beth Sydlowski. It was Young's second
goal of the season a9d it gave
the team all of the offense it
needed. The Wildcats were not
content with that, however , as
they bombar ded St. A's goalie
·
· with 26 shots.
Sophom ore Cheryl Bergeron·
added her first .two goals of the I
season later in the half with
assi_sts going to Jill Lewis and
Christin e Morsca. This gave the
. 'Cats a comfor table 3.,0 lead
going into the half.
In the second half the offense
win
another
about
t
brough
ed to domina te. Darcy
,
continu
defense
.
ive
impress
some
Offensi ve fire power, co?1bined with
scored her first colle.
·
Runfola
·
photo}
Largne
<Ronit
u:aro
w0 t?e0 s soo:et

_fQ~ the 20th ranked

I1

,

giate goal in her first game to
further .pad the score. The four
goal .lead was more than enough
for senior goalie Janene Tilden
as she notched her second
shutout, in part due to a diving
save on a St. Anselm 's penalty
shot. Sophom ore Julie Leonhardt wo.rked the last ten ·minutes in goal pr~serv ing the
shutout.
Coach Marj .Anders qn said:
"The entire team played well.
The defensiv e four had a hard
· time decision making in the first
half but they played well in the
. second." She also added, "Bergeron did a good job shootin g
when she had.the chance, and
Runfola worked very hard." _
As .well as their nationa l
ranking , the Wildcat s are currently holding down the number
six position in New England .
They put their ranking on the
line today' against number five
Harvard and return home Saturday to take on Rhode Is J~~:-i.,

